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1. Introduction. There are many measure functions on the set of all sub-

sets of the Euclidean plane which generalize the idea of arc length in some

intuitively acceptable manner. Loosely speaking these functions are termed

linear measures. A. S. Besicovitch, A. P. Morse, and J. F. Randolph have

made an extensive study of the local geometric properties of those subsets of

the plane whose linear measure is finite. (See [MRl], [BE2], [BE3](1)0

These writers have succeeded in giving local characterizations of those sets

which lie on a countable number of rectifiable arcs, except for a set of linear

measure zero. Such sets have been called countably <f> rectifiable, where <f>

is the linear measure in question. It has further been shown by Besicovitch

that the local geometric properties of plane sets, and their rectifiability prop-

erties in the large, are intimately connected with the one-dimensional Le-

besgue measures of the perpendicular projections of these sets onto straight

lines in all possible directions. (See [BE3].)

As indicated by the title, this paper attempts to generalize the above men-

tioned results to those measure functions over Euclidean n space which may

loosely be termed ¿-dimensional because they are intuitively reasonable ex-

tensions of the classical area of rectifiable ¿-dimensional surfaces. With this in

mind we frequently consider a measure <j> over n space, and a subset A of n

spaces such that <¡>{A) < » and

0 < lim sup r~"<t>(A C\ Kx) < °o
r—0+

for <f> almost all x in A, where K^ is the sphere with center x and radius r.

Among other local gometric concepts we use the notion of (<j>, k) restricted-

ness. By saying that a set A is (0, k) restricted at a point x, we mean roughly

that a suitable configuration of (n — ¿)-dimensional flat spaces through x is

relatively free of points of A, in terms of the measure <j> and the dimension k.

The precise definition is an immediate extension of the corresponding notion

for linear measures and plane sets. The same is true of the concept of (<j>, k)

rectifiability. A set A is (<f>, k) rectifiable if and only if <f> almost all of A lies

on a countable number of rectifiable ¿-dimensional surfaces. The connection

between (4>, k) restrictedness, a local concept, and (</>, k) rectifiability, a prop-

erty in the large, is established by methods closely patterned after those
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which were used by Morse and Randolph for linear measures in the plane.

A much more difficult problem is presented by the generalization of the

projection properties, and the associated local concepts, which Besicovitch

treated so successfully for plane measurable sets of finite Carathéodory linear

measure. It appears necessary to consider the ¿-dimensional Lebesgue meas-

ures of the perpendicular projections of a subset of n space into almost all

¿-dimensional subspaces of « space. The phrase "almost all" in the last sen-

tence must be interpreted in terms of a suitable measure over the set of all

these subspaces which is invariant under orthogonal transformations of n

space. This leads to certain integrals with respect to the Haar measure over

the orthogonal group. With this machinery it is possible to extend all the

definitions and theorems of Besicovitch, which deal with projection proper-

ties, to ¿-dimensional measures over n space. The main object of this paper is

to present the solution of these problems.

This paper does not discuss the generalizations of two concepts which are

significant in the theory of linear measures, namely directionality and regu-

larity. It would be an easy matter to give a reasonable definition of the notion

of (<f>, k) directionality of a set A at a point x and to prove its equivalence,

<j> almost everywhere, to (<j>, ¿) restrictedness, just as for linear measures.

With regularity the state of affairs is quite different. To say that a set A is

(</>, ¿) regular at a point x should certainly mean.that

0 < lim r~h<t>(A r\ k\) < ».
f->0

It is still easy to prove that every (<f>, ¿) rectifiable set is (<f>, k) regular at <t>

almost all of its points; but the converse, .which is known to hold for linear

measures, presents, in the general case, a difficult and as yet unsolved prob-

lem. The existing treatment for the case of linear measures depends heavily

on the proposition that every plane continuum of finite Carathéodory linear

measure is a rectifiable curve. The corresponding proposition for ¿-dimen-

sional measures is false. Nöbeling has shown how to construct a subset of

3 space which is homeomorphic to a 2 sphere, has finite 2-dimensional Haus-

dorff measure, but is not Hausdorff 2 rectifiable; that is, this set does not lie

on a countable number of 2-dimensional rectifiable surfaces except for a sub-

set of 2 dimensional Hausdorff measure zero. (See [N2].) Hence it appears

that new geometric methods will be needed to answer the immediate questions

connected with the concept of (<£, ¿) regularity.

The definitions are listed in §2, and the main general results may be found

in §9. Among them is the following theorem: Let A be a subset of « space

whose ¿-dimensional Hausdorff measure is finite. Then the ¿-dimensional

integral geometric Favard measure of A does not exceed its Hausdorff meas-

ure. A necessary and sufficient condition for equality is that A be contained

in a countable number of rectifiable (Lipschitzian) ¿-dimensional surfaces,
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except for a subset of Hausdorff measure zero. Sherman obtained this result

in the special case where w = 2 and ¿ = 1. (See [SH].)

The complete solution of the problem of measure for non-parametric two-

dimensional surfaces in three space is given in §10 by a method which com-

bines the general results of this paper with a recently discovered ingenious

technique of Besicovitch and some previous work of the author. (See [BE5],

[FI], [F4].)
It has been shown elsewhere that the results of this paper can be used to

prove the Gauss-Green theorem for any bounded open subset of n space

whose boundary has finite (» —l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure. (See [F3],

[F4, 4.8].)
An effort has been made to keep this paper as nearly self-contained as

possible, except for references to general measure theory. The extensive bib-

liography is not intended as a list of material preliminary to this paper, but

as a fairly complete survey of the literature in the field of ¿-dimensional meas-

ures over nspace.

2. Definitions.

2.1   Definition. If A and B are sets, then

{AC\B),   (A\JB),    (A - B)

are the product, union and difference of A and B.

If A (x) is a set for each x^F, then

U A(x) = E [t G A(x) for some x G F],

fl A(x) = E [t G A(x) for every x G F).
*GF *

If F is a family of sets, then

<r(F) =   U  *,       *(F) =   fl   x.

If 0 ég(x) ^ oo for each x in a countable set C, then

denotes the obvious numerical sum, finite or infinite.

If/and g are functions, then (g:f) is the function h such that h{x)

for every x.

If/ is a function and 5 is a set, then

/*(5) = E[y = f(x) for some s G S\.

If / is a function, 5 is a set, and y is a point, then

-*[/(*)]

N(f, S, y)
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is the number (possibly °°) of points xÇzS for which f(x) =y.

If / is a function and A is a set, then (f\A) is the function with domain

(A(~\doma.in f) such that (f\A)(x) =f(x) for xGC^ndomain/).

If x is a point then

sng x = E [y = x]

is the (singletonic) set whose only element is x.

2.2 Definition. We say 0 is a measure over B if and only if 0 is a function

whose domain is the set of all subsets of B and which satisfies the conditions :

(i) 0á<A(5)^oo forSC-B,

(¡i) 0(0)-0,
(iii) 0(5) à$(T) whenever SCTCB,

(iv) <f>[a-(F)] ̂ 2s£f4>(S) for every countable family F of subsets of B.

Following Carathéodory [C], we say a set 5 is 0 measurable if and only

if SCB and

0(r) = <t>(T r\S)+ 0(r - S)   whenever    T C B.

If / is a 0 measurable function and 5 is a 0 measurable set, then the

(Lebesgue) integral of/ relative to 0 over the set 5 is denoted by

/f{x) d<j>x.
s

2.3 Definition. Euclidean n space is denoted by En  and we write

*=(*i, X2, ■ • • ,xn)iorx£.En.

n

x'y = S Xiji   for    xS En, y G En.

| x\ = (a-*)1'2   for   *G En.

,£„ is the ordinary «-dimensional Lebesgue measure over En.

a(n)=£n{Enr\E[\x\ <1]}.

The diameter of a set SCEn is denoted by

diam 5.

2.4 Definition. Suppose m and n are positive integers.

A function L on Em to £„ is said to be linear if and only if L is continuous

and

L(x + y) m L(x) + L(y)    for    x G Em, y G £m.

We make no distinction between L and its matrix. The jth. column

(j= 1, 2, • • • , m) of L is a point of £„ and will be denoted by L>. Similarly
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the ith row (i = 1, 2, • • • , n) of L is a point of £m and will be denoted by Z¿.

Consequently

u = «¿Oí. ao2, • • •, (£0.) e £„,

Li = ((l<)i. (£<)», • • •, (£.)») e Em,

with (L')i=(Li)i iorj = l, 2, • ■ ■ , m and *«■!, 2, • • • , n. We shall use the

notation

Li = (L)i = (£<)/ for/ = 1, 2, • • • , m and i = 1, 2, • • • , n.

The set of all linear functions on Em to En (matrices with m columns and

n rows) will be denoted by M?.

We shall frequently use the following fact:

If ¿GAfn*" and BEMÎ, then (B:A)'=B(A>).
If, in particular, we take m = n and A=I, the unit matrix in M£ (the

identical transformation of £„), then the points P, P, ■ • • , In are the funda-

mental base vectors of En, and B ' =B(I').

We further define

||£|| =       sup       | £(*) |

whenever £ G Af,!".

2.5 Definition. If LE.M?, then its conjugate £G^C is defined by the

relation

£, = Lj for » ■» 1, 2, • • • , m and / = 1, 2, • • • , n.

Consequently

£J' = Lj for y = 1, 2, • • • , n,

Li = Li for * = 1, 2, • • ■ , m.

We shall frequently use the following relation :

(A:B)i = (A: B)* = (B:A)< = 1(49 = B{At).

2.6   Definition. If A GAí„m and ¿^w, r^n are positive integers, then

(A ft
is the matrix in Aff such that

04 |r)< = ^4< for i = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , r and / = 1, 2, • ■ • , ¿.

Thus (.4 |f) is the upper left-hand minor of A with r rows and k columns.

We further define

PÀ = (A\'h)      íotA EMl,k= 1,2, • • • ,».
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(The projecting functions of [F2, 2.1] are exactly the functions P¿ with A or-

thogonal.)

2.7   Definition. The determinant of a square matrix A will be denoted

by

det.4.

Now suppose L(EM* with k^n. Then

A(£) = {Zidet^x)2}     ,
Les J

where x G 5 if and only if x is a set of ¿ integers between 1 and n, and Ax is

the minor of £ which is made up from the k rows whose indices are elements

of*.
2.8 Definition. Suppose k^n are positive integers and/ is a function

on Ek to is„. Then the function

//

is defined as follows : The domain of Jf is the set of all points of approximate

differentiability of / and for each such point x we let

//(*) = A(£)

where £ is the approximate differential of / at x.

2.9 Definition. We let

Gn = Ml r\ E [ | il (at) | = | x | for x G £»]
A

be the set of all orthogonal transformations of « space. Then G„ ista compact

topological group with respect to the operation, :, of superposition, and with

respect to the obvious topology.

Hence Gn carries exactly one Haar measure, 0„, for which <f>„(G„) =1.

In this paper the following properties of the measure 0„ will be used:

Every closed subset of Gn is 0„ measurable.

If f is a 0„ measurable function on G„, then

f f(R)d<t>nR= f f(R)d<t>nR,
J On J °n

and SEGn implies

f f(S:R)d<j>nR=  f f(R:S)d<f>nR = f f(R)d<j>nR.
J On J On J 0„

This follows from the fact that Gn is compact, hence unimodular. (See

[W8].)
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2.10 Definition. If k^n are positive integers, then

ß(n,k) =  f    \det (R\t)\d<j>nR.
J On

2.11 Remark. It is well known that

2-     / 1 V-1   (n + 1\

and it was proved in [F4, 5.4] that

a(k)a(n - ¿)
ß(n, k) =

r(i±l)r(S=*±i)

where T has its classical meaning.

2.12 Definition. If m is a positive integer, then U„ is the set of all meas-

ures over En, and U» is the set of those measures 0GU„ which have the prop-

erty that every closed subset of En is 0 measurable.

2.13 Definition. If n is a positive integer, then

5D?„ = the set of all subsets of En,

2l„ = the set of all analytic subsets of E„,

Son =the set of all Borel subsets of En,

&„ = the set of all those subsets of En which are of type F„,

®n =the set of all open subsets of £„,

Xn = the set of all connected open subsets of £„,

S„ =the set of all convex open subsets of En,

©„ = the set of all open spheres of En-

Observe that

@n  C  <S„   C   In   C   ®n  C   §»   C   93n   C  3In   C   9W„.
2.14 Definition. If r >0, FC%ftn, and g is a function for which

0 ^ g(5) ^ »    whenever   5£F,

then

H^g, F)

is the function on ÜD?» such that .i4G$D?n implies

{2n(g,F)}(A) =   inf     £ g(S),
gGb   sGg

where GÇ.B if and only if G is a countable subfamily of F for which

A C <r(G)    and   diam 5 < r   whenever   S (EG.
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In this connection we remind the reader that the infimum of the empty

set is oo. Hence, if B is vacuous, then {Eü(g, F)}(A)= oo. Further, every

numerical sum over the empty set is zero. Hence we infer from the relation

OC<r(0)that {K(g,F)}(0)=0.
2.15 Definition. If F(ZWln and g is a function for which

0 á g(S) ^ oo    whenever   SEF,

then

3n(g,F)

is the function on 9J?„ such that .í4G3J?b implies

{S.(g,F)}(A)=  lim   {Zn(g,F)}(A).

We observe that this limit is a number (possibly ») because

{£(g,F)}(A)¿  {Z'n(g,F)}(A)

whenever r > s > 0.

It may be shown that E„(g, F) GU„'.

This idea for the construction of a measure, Sn(g, ^), from a merely non-

negative function, g, whose domain includes a given family, F, of subsets of

En, is due to Carathêodory. (See [C], [H].) Together with his algebraic char-

acterization of measurability (see 2.2), it plays a fundamental role in measure

theory.

2.16 Definition. If k^n are positive-integers, then

ykn(S) =  sup „G [*% (S) ) tor SE 2««,
BGG„

f*(S) = ß(n, kf1 f  £k[PkR*(S)]d<t>nR for 5 G Wln,

Xn(S) = a(¿)2_,: (diam S)" for 5 G STtfn.

2.17 Remark. Clearly the domain of the function f* is the family of all

those sets 5 for which the integrand

is 0„ measurable with respect to R. We shall show that this is the case when-

ever 5G§« (or, more generally, whenever 5G2ln)- For this purpose we fix

such a set S, let/ be the function on the cartesian product space (E„XGn)

to the cartesian product space (EkXG„) such that f(x, R) = [Pr(x), R], and

let
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T = (EkX Gn) r\   E    [y = PR(x) for some x in S].
(VtR)

Now (SXGn) is a subset of type F„ (or, more generally, analytic subset) of

thespace (E„X Gn), and/ is a continuous function. Hence theset T=f*(SXGn)

is a subset of type F„ (Or, more generally, analytic subset) of the space

(EkXGn), and the characteristic function /of T is measurable with respect

to the product measure of £k and 0„. It follows that

Oá  f     f   t(y, R)d£kyd<t>nR

=  f  ^{p£*(S)}do>„* = ^(S)/3(M).
•'On

Thus we have proved that §„Cdomain f* (or, more generally, that

2l„Cdomain f*).
2.18 Definition. If ¿^w are positive integers, then

S„   =   E„(€>», Xn), 3C„   =   Sn(SDc„, Xn).
* Ifc k k

Qn   =   An(Sn, 7n), $n  =   AB(£», 7n),

r* =   S„(S3„, 7n), Çn =   E„(GB, f ') ,

/n   ==   An(.-¿ln,  SnJ.

The measure Qn is Carathéodory k measure over n space. (See [C].) Both

3C„and S „were introduced by Hausdorff (see [H]). We shall, however, apply

the term Hausdorff measure exclusively to 3(£, and refer to S n as sphere meas-

ure. The function Tj is Gross measure (see [Gl], [G2]), and the measure Ç*

is named after Gillespie, at whose suggestion it was introduced, for the case

k=n — 1, by Morse and Randolph. (See [MR2].) Finally 7„ is Favard meas-

ure (see [FAl]), and the measure <$£ was introduced by the author of this

paper. (See [Fl], [F2]; also note that <£„ was denoted by „£' in [F4].)

Only S„ and 3Cj are essentially used in this paper. The other measures are

listed here for comparison, and will be mentioned in certain supplementary

remarks. We note that the usual methods of defining the measures T% and

J% are different from the above, but lead to the same functions.

2.19 Remark. Suppose k<n are positive integers.

Let U be the function on Ek+i to Ek such that

U(y) = (vi, • • • , yk) G Ek for y G Ek+i.

Clearly

pI = {U\pT) iorRGGn.

Furthermore the Fubini theorem implies that
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•CH-im^-C* [U*(T) ]-diamr

for every ¿f^k+i measurable subset T of Ek+i.

Consequently -G+i[Pfi+1*(S)] ^j(jc[Pr*(5)]-diam 5 for every set SG&*

(more generally, every set 5G2lB).

From this we infer that

jfe-f-l k
7n  (5) ^ 7l,(S) • diam 5,

fB+1(5) ^ rj8(n, ¿)//3(«, ¿ + l)]fB(S)-diamS,

for every set 5£§n (more generally, SGHB). These inequalities are similar to

the relation xÜ+1(5) = [a(¿ + l)/2a(¿)]-xÍ(5)-diam S, which holds for every

set SGPn.

It follows that

{ EB(7B+1, F) \U)á{ E.V. F)}(A)-r,

{S'niC1, F)\(A)£ [ß{n, k)/ß(n, k + 1)] • { S„r(fB, F)} (A) ■ r,

for ^4GSDÍn and FC£>B (more generally, FC2lB), while

{ S:(xn+\ F)} (A) à[a(k+ l)/2a(¿) ] • { EB(xn, F)}(A)-r

for¿G3ttBandFC9ttn.

Letting r—»0 we obtain, for each set A G9KB, the results:

A fc+1
S «04) < °° implies SB (A) = 0,

Kn(A) < oo implies 3CB+ (^) = 0,

Cl(A) < oo    implies    Cn+1(^) = 0,
h jfe+l

$„04) < oo    implies    <f»n   (-4) = 0,

Jfe k+1
Tn(A) < oo    implies    TB   (,4) = 0,

Jfc ^i-Jt+1
(/n(.4) < oo    implies   ÇI   (A) = 0,

Jkn{A) < oo    implies    7B+1(¿) = 0.

Hence each of the seven sequences

2                          n                     1          2 n

öm  ö B» .on» wwii v^B» ' * *  i *M"B»

12                        n                    12 n

Ln.   Cn. .   Cn» *ni    ^n, ,    I'n»

1

In.    In»*"'»    -In» ^/n»   yni »   ynj

j1  j2 ...    yn

Jnt   Jnj t   Jn

provides us with a scale of measure theoretic dimension types in the sense of
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Hausdorff (see [H]). To say that a set A has measure theoretic dimension 0

means simply that 0 <<f>(A) < ». Each of the seven scales satisfies the intui-

tive requirement that the(¿ + l) dimensional measure of a set is zero whenever

its ¿-dimensional measure is finite. None of these scales are complete, be-

cause there are sets which do not have any of the measures of our scales as

dimension type.

Since it is possible to define a measure KCj, for any non-negative number t

just as though t were an integer [the definition of a(t) can be extended to all

such t in terms of the gamma function], the discrete scale 3C„, 3CJJ, • • • , 3CJJ

can be extended to a continuous scale, which contains all the measures 3Cj,

for-0-gí-gw. But even this continuous Hausdorff scale is not complete. For

instance Besicovitch asserts the existence of a set A(ZE3 which is homeomor-

phic to a 2 cell and for which 0 < $>\(A) < oo, but 3<&(A) = oo for 0 -g¿<3 and

5Cl(A)=0. (See [BE5, Addendum].)
However the topological- dimension of a set A C.En is determined by a

knowledge of all the numbers Xln+i(B), X%n+1(B), • • • , 3C£„+1(.B) for every sub-

set B of Ein+\ which is homeomorphic to A. (See [HW, VII].)

The last property has not been proved for any but the Hausdorff scale (2).

This is one of several reasons why Hausdorff measure may be more interest-

ing than the other six functions mentioned above. However it has been shown

that each definition leads to a consistent dimension scale of its own.

Many problems which concern the relations between the various scales

are still unsolved. Some recent comments on this subject are due to Besico-

vitch. (See [BE5].)

2.20 Definition. For xÇ£En and r >0 we denote

Kx = K(x,r) = EnC\E [| y - x\ < r],

<f. = C(x, r) = Enr\E[\y- x\^r].

2.21 Definition. If m^n are positive integers, #G-En» and i?GGB, then

nZ{R, x) - E,n E [\ y - x\ =| Pn(y - *)| }.

Further, if tj>0, then

OUR, v,x)=En^E[\y-x\  < (1 + „Y/2| PnR{y - x)\ ].

2.22 Definition. If ¿ g« are positive integers,.0GUB, AQEn, and #G-EB.

then

(2) Added in proof. In a paper entitled Dimension and measure, which will appear in this

journal, it is shown that the connection with topological dimension is not restricted to Haus-

dorff measure, but holds for a large class of measures including all those listed here.
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5n(0, A, x) = a(k)     lim sup r   <p(A (~\ Kx),
1—»0+

k _i _k r

SB(0, A, x) = a{k)     lim inf r   <¡>(A H 2Q,
r-*0+

£ _1 _fa r

©„(0, A, x) = a(¿)        lim     r   0(4 H ¿Q.
r-»0+

2.23 Remark. The (upper, lower) (0, ¿) densities of A at x, which were

defined in 2.22, are equal to the similar (upper, lower) limits which are ob-

tained by replacing the open spheres ICX by closed spheres Cx.

This fact will be useful in §3.

2.24 Definition. If k<n are positive integers, 0GUB, A GEn, RGG„,

0<í?<oo,0<r<<», xE.En, then

Vn(0, A,R,n, r, x) = a(k)~\vryk<t>[A C\ <>T\r, V, *) H JC(*. f)].

2.25 Definition. If k<n are positive integers, 0GUB, A(ZEn, R(E.G„,

xÇiEn, then

0„(0, 4, 22, *) = lim sup {lim sup V„(0, A, R,r¡,r, x)}.
o->0+ r->0+

2.26 Definition. If ¿<« are positive integers, 0GU„, ACEn, xGEn,

then Wl(<j>, A, x) is the set of all those orthogonal transformations i?GG„ for

which

h
lim sup VB(0, A, R, r], r, x) = oo.
(n.f)-(0,0)

2.27 Definition. If k<n are positive integers, AC.En, x£.En, then

Vn(A, x)

is the set of all those orthogonal transformations RÇE.Gn for which

x is a cluster point of [A f^\ On   (R, x)].

2.28 Definition. Suppose k<n are positive integers, 0GUB, AQEn,

xÇzEn. Then we say

A is (0, ¿) restricted at x

if and only if 5„(0, A, x)>0 and we can find R and 17 such that RÇ£G„,

0<7j< 00 and

gb{0, [4 r\ <>r*(^, V, *)], *} = 0.

2.29 Remark. The proposition
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On{0, [A r\ o"   (R, V, *)], x] = 0

is equivalent to the statement that

k
lim   Vn(0> A, R, «, r, x) = 0 for 0 < « ^ 77,

I--.0+

which obviously implies the relation

0B(0, 4, R, x) = 0.

2.30 Definition. A function/on a subset of Ek to E„ is said to be Lip-

schitzian if and only if there is a number M such that

I A«)-/Ml SJf| *-y|

for every two points x and y in the domain of/.

The number M is usually called a Lipschitz constant off.

2.31 Definition. Suppose k^n are positive integers, AQEn. Then we

say

A is k rectifiable

if and only if there is a Lipschitzian function whose domain is a bounded sub-

set of Ek and whose range is A.

2.32 Definition. Suppose k^n are positive integers, AC.E„. Then we

say

A is countably k rectifiable

if and only if there is a countable family F of k rectifiable sets such that

A=<x(F).
2.33 Remark. If F is a finite family of ¿ rectifiable sets, then o(F) is a k

rectifiable set.

A set A is countably ¿ rectifiable if and only if there is a Lipschitzian

function whose domain is a subset of Ek and whose range is A.

The closure of every k rectifiable set is ¿ rectifiable.

2.34 Definition. Suppose k^n are positive integers, 0GUB, AC.En.

Then we say

A is (0, ¿) rectifiable

if and only if corresponding to each € >0 there is a ¿ rectifiable subset B of A

for which 0(4 — B) <e.

2.35 Definition. Suppose ¿gra are positive integers, 0GUB, A<ZEn.

Then we say

A is countably (<j>, k) rectifiable
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if and only if there is a countably rectifiable subset B of A for which

0(4 -B) =0.
2.36 Remark. Every (0, ¿) rectifiable set is countably (0, ¿) rectifiable.

If 0GUB , 0(4) < oo and 4 is countably (0, ¿) rectifiable, then 4 is (0, ¿)

rectifiable.

2.37 Definition. Suppose k^n are positive integers, 0GUB, AC_En.

Then we say

4 is positively (0, k) unrectifiable

if and only if 0(4) >0 and there is no k rectifiable subset B of 4 for which

0(5) >0.
3. (0, ¿) densities. The theorems of this section are straightforward gen-

eralizations of known results. (See [MRl], [BE2], [j], [SI].) Their proofs

are given here for completeness.

3.1 Theorem. If 0GU„',4C£n, -BC-En, 0<X<oo, and 5„(0, A,x)>\
for xG-5, then

XSn(-B) á 0(4).

Proof. We assume 0(4) < <*>, and choose e >0.

Let F be the family of all sets 5 such that

5 = Cx,       ï£S,        0 < lOr < e,

Axles) è 0(4 n S).

Since F covers B in the sense of Vitali, we use [Ml, 3.10] to select a dis-

jointed subfamily G of F for which

B - c(G) C   U  S'

whenever HÇZG and G — H is finite.

Here S' = C(x, 5r) whenever S=C(x, r).

For every such H we have

x- {sC(x*. ©n)} (5) ^ x- { £ ¿(S) + Z x-(S')}
vsGo s£/7 /

=   X.JExn(5)+54Exn(5)}

s Z 0(4 r. 5) + 5* £ 0(4 n 5)
sGo sG/f

= 0[4 n ff(G)] + 5V[4 n »(ff)].

But 0 [4i°\<r(i7) ] can be made as small as we please by proper choice of H.
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Consequently

X- {EB(xn, ©B)} (B) ^ 0[4 Pi cr(G)] ^ 0(4),

and we let e—»0 to complete the proof.

3.2 Theorem.   7/ 0GU», 4C£B, 5G93B, 0(4-5)<oo, tóen  Oj(0,
4 —5, at) =0 for §n almost all x in B.

Proof. (By contradiction.) Let 0 be the element of UB such that

^(S) = 0(4 r\ S) for 5 C En.

Select X and Xsuch that 0 <X < oo, ZC5,SÎ(I) >0 and

<5B(0, En - B, x) = <5„(0, 4 - B, x) > X iorxEX.

Next we use [MR1, 3.6] or [MA2, 4.10] to secure a closed subset C of

(En — B) for which

0(I>)<Xst(X)    with   D=(En-B)-C.

Since
« lb

Sn(0, £B - .B, ¡0 = SnOA» A at) for x G 5

we may apply 3.1 to obtain the relation

XSn(X) è HD),

which is false.

The proof is complete.

3.3 Remark. Suppose0GUB', 4CEB,5GS3n, 0(4-5) < oo.and

D = Enr\E [s„(0, A- B,x) = 0].
X

The preceding theorem assures us that

Skn(B- D) = 0,

while the following five propositions hold for every acG-P:

(1) sî(0,4r\B,*)= 5B(0,4,ac),
(2) s„(0, Af\B, x) = 2„(0, 4, x),
(3) lim supr^o+ V*(0, AC\B, R, r¡, r, x) =lim supr.0+ v£(0, 4, R, i\, r, x)

wheneverRÇzGnand0<r¡< oo,

(4) 0Í(0, 4r\B, i?, x) =0„(0, 4, i?, at) whenever i?GG„,
(5) (AC\B) is (0, ¿) restricted at x if and only if A is (0, ¿) restricted at x.

3.4 Remark. Suppose 0GUB and 4 C-E„. Let p be the set of all rational

numbers. Then:
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(1) [<t>(Ar\Kx)/a(k)rk] is lower semicontinuous with respect to (x, r).

(2) info<r<s[<t>(Ar\Kl:)/a(k)rk] *î upper semicontinuous with respect to at,

for each 5>0.
(3) supo<r<5[0(4r>\ií^)/a;(¿)rA:] is lower semicontinuous with respect to x,

for each 5 > 0.
(4) S„(0, 4, x) is Bor el measurable with respect to x.

(5) 5B(0. 4, at) is Borel measurable with respect to x.

(6) VB(0, 4, R, r), r, x) is lower semicontinuous with respect to (R, r¡, r, x).

(7) supo<r<i V£(0, 4, R, 77, r, x) =supreP,o<r<ä VÎ(0, 4, R, r¡, r, at).

(8) supo<r<í,o<„<í V„(0, 4, i?, 77, r, »)=supreP.o<r<a.,Gp,o<,<j V*(0, 4, 2?,

r),r,x).

(9) lim supr_o+V*(0, 4, R, 77, r, ac) tí Borel measurable with respect to

(R,r¡,x).

(10) lim sup(r,,)-.(o,o) v£(0, 4, i?, 77, r, at) ¿5 Bore/ measurable with respect

to(R,x).

(11) sup(x,<j lim supr,o+ VÎ(0, 4, R, 77, r, ac) =sup„3,,o<,<8 lim supr.0+

VÎ(0, A,R, 77, r, at).
(12) 0„(0, 4, jR, ac) î's Borel measurable with respect to (R, at).

We shall not give the proofs of these propositions, but call attention to the

following simple fact: If/and g are numerically-valued functions on the open

interval I, fis monotone, g is continuous and nonvanishing, then

fit) fit)
sup- =    sup    -•
<£' g(t)      <G(/nP) g(l)

3.5 Theorem. 7/SÍ (4) < », then 5„(S£, 4, ac) ̂ 1 /or S „almost all x in En.

Proof. (By contradiction.) The statement (5) of 3.4 enables us to select X

and B such that 1 <X<oo, £G93B, §l(B) >0 and S„(S«, A, x) >X for x£B.
Defining

D = BC\E [oB(Sn, A - B,x) = 0],

we infer from 3.2 that SB(-B — D) =0. Consequently

©»[S*, (4 - Bt~\D),x\ = 0 for* G A

Vk„(Sn, A f\ B r\ D, x) > \ for a; G (-B A D),

and 3.1 assures us that

XSn(5Pi£>) ^ Sn(4 r\BC\D),

which is false becauseX>l,SÍ(5^7>)=Sn(-B)>0, and S„(4r\5ni»)áSB(4)
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3.6   Theorem. 7/0GUB, 4C£B,0<X< oo, awoJ s*(0, 4, x) <\forxE.A,

then

Proof. Otherwise

0(4) g 2*X3C*(4).

0(4) > 2*X3CB(4)

and we can find á number 5 >0 and a set B C4 for which

0(5) > 2*XJfC*(5)

and xG5 implies
&,_»■

0(4 H C«) < Xxn(Cx) whenever 0 < r < 5.

Now suppose 0 < e < 5/5.

Choose a countable family FC5DÎ« for which Bda(F), diam 5,<e and

(SfVB);¿0 for 5GF, and such that

£ Xn(5)   <  3C„(iO   +  6.

With each set 5G F associate a point x(S)Ç.(Sf~}B), and note that

SCO  C[*(S), diam 5].
sGf

Hence we may use [Ml, 3.10] to select a subfamily G of F such that

C[x(S), diam 5] H C[x(7). diam r] = 0 for 5 G G, 7 G G, S ¿¿ T,

and

ÍC   U  C[*(S), diam 5] U   U   C[tr(5), 5 diam S]
sGo s£=H

whenever H(ZG and (G—H) is finite.

For every such 77 we have

0(5) g 2 «M-B H C[x(S), diam 5]} + X) 4>{B H C[*(S), 5 diam S] j

^X-ÍExn{C[x(5), diam 5]} + E Xn{C[*(5), 5 diamS]}}

-X2*/Zxü(S) + S*2j¿(5)}

k {     k , k ^-^\     k , „. )

gX2 ^3CB(5) + e + 5 Zxn(5)V.
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By suitable choice of 77 it is possible to make 'EsG.HXn(S) as small as we

please. Consequently

0(5) ^ \2*{3C„(5) +e}.

Next we let e—»0 to conclude

0(5) ^ \2*3CB(5).

The proof is complete.

3.7 Theorem. If A CEn, then ön(3C.l,A,x)^2~kfor3C„almostallxinA-

Proof. In case the intersection of 4 with every closed sphere has infinite

3C„ measure, we have Ob(3CJ, A, x) = °o for all ac in 7iB, and the conclusion of

the theorem holds.

Hence, if the theorem failed to be true, we could find X and B such that

0<X<2-*,5C4,0<3C„(5)< 00,and 5*(3CÍ,4, x) <\forxEB.
Applying Theorem 3.6 and the relation X2*<1, we obtain

3C*(5) ̂  X2 Vn(5) < 3C„(5).

The proof is complete.

3.8 Remark. 7/0GU„, 4 C£n, 3C£(4)=0 and o*(0, 4, x) < 00 for 0 al-
most all x in A, then 0(4) =0.

This proposition is a consequence of Theorem 3.6.

3.9 Remark. Suppose the condition

k
5„(0, 4 — B, x) < 00 for 0 almost all x in B

is satisfied in addition to the hypotheses of 3.3.

It follows from 3.8 that 0(5-7>)=O, hence

D = Enr\E [o„(0, 4 - B C\ D, x) = 0].
X

This shows that B may be replaced by (BC\D) in the propositions (1) to

(5) of 3.3.

4. (0, ¿) restricted sets. The methods of this section are quite similar to

those of [MR1,7].

44   Lemma. Ifk<nare positive integers, A QEn, T(EGn, 0 < M< 00 , and

k
(4 — sng x) C On(7, M, x) for x G 4,

then the inverse relation of the function (Pf\A) is a Lipschitzian function with

domain Pf*(A) and range A.

Proof. If x and y are distinct points of 4, then
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I y- «I   <(l + MT\PkT(y)-Pkx)\.

Hence (P£|4) is univalent, its inverse is a function with domain P^*(A) and

range 4, and with Lipschitz constant (1 +if2)1'2.

4.2 Lemma. If k <n are positive integers, x£.En, RÇzGn, TÇE.Gn, Ti = Rn-i+i

fori = í, 2, • • • , k, 0<77< oo, then

On~k(R, r,,x) = Enr\E [| PkT(y - x)\  < v\ PT"(y - *)| ].

0„(7, if', x) = En r\ E [\ PkT{y -x)\ > v\ P7"{y - x)\ ].

Proof. Since R is an orthogonal transformation we have

I A2 = 1 m\' = ¿ [W = S [^'^]2 + ¿ [r««i]
.=1 ¿-1 <—1

-ipr^l'+I^Wr forZG£B.

Hence the two relations

i,-,i,<(i+,,)i j-r^-*)!',
I Pr(y-*)|   <*| P*   (y-x)\

are equivalent, and the first statement of the lemma is proved. Similarly the

three inequalities

Ii 2 —2   \        k i 2
y-x\   <(l + „   )| Pr(y-*)| ,

I       n—* . . i 2 -Si    _» , . i 2

I -P* (y-x)\  <v  | Pr(y-x)\ ,

I Pkr(y-x)\ >v\ P7k(y-x)\

are equivalent. This proves the second proposition of the lemma.

4.3 Theorem. If
(i) ¿ <n are positive integers,

(ii) 4C7iB,i?GGB,0<77<oo,

(iii) corresponding   to   each  x Ç^A   there  is  a   number  r > 0   such   that

Mnor'(i?, r,, x)nKx)=o,
(iv)  7GGB, Ti = Rn-i+ifor i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , ¿,

¿/zew ¿Aere ¿s a countable family F for which A =<r(F) and S^F implies that the

inverse relation of the function (Pt\ S) is a Lipschitzian function with domain

Pt*(S) and range S.

Proof. For each positive integer m let Am be the set of all those points

acG4 for which
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A r\ oTk(R, 77, x) r\ K(x, mX) = 0,

and select a countable family Qm of open spheres, each with radius (2m)~1,

for which ff(Qm) = 7iB.

Let F be the family of all sets of the form ( UC\Am) where U(E.Qm and m is

a positive integer. Obviously Fis countable and a(F) =4.

Now suppose xÇi(TC\Am) = SGF.

Then y G (S — sng x) implies y ÇzK(x, w-1), hence

y G o7k(R, v, x)

and we use Lemma 4.2 to infer

y G O* [7, (2n)~\ *].

This means that

(5-snga;) COn[7, (27,)-1, *] for a; G 5.

Use of 4.1 completes the proof.

4.4 Remark. Tilery set A which satisfies the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of

Theorem 4.3 is countably k rectifiable.

4.5 Theorem. If
(i) ¿ <n are positive integers,

(ii) 0GUB, 4 C7iB, REGn, 0<77<1,0<5<oo,0<m<o°,

(iii)   VÎ(0,4,i?, t?, r,x)eßforxeA,0<r<8,
(iv) B is the set of those points of A for which

[A r\ <>Tk(R, r, x) H Krx] ̂  0 whenever r > 0,

then (4 —5) is a countably k rectifiable set and

r 2k k

<j>(Br\Kx) g (2.10 )pa(k)r

forxGEnandO<r<S/(14).

Proof. Suppose aG7inand 0<p<5/(14).

Define T'GGn by the relation

7, = i?„_t+i for i = 1, 2, • • • . «

and abbreviate

PT(x) = a;',        Pr*(x) = *" for x G En.

Let € = 77/(12), Z=(Pniî:S), and, for each point xEX, let h(x) be the

supremum of numbers of the form   \y" — x"\  with
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ye [AnoTk(R,e,x)nKpa].

We use (iv) to infer that

0 < h(x) = 2p for x G X,

and associate with each point acG^ a point

* G [4 r\ oTk(R, É, x) r\ Ka]

for which 12\x"-x"\ >Uh(x).

For each xG-X" we further define

Q(x) - Enr\ E [\ y' - a/| < 5«A(*), | y" - x"\ < 5h(x)],

and divide the remainder of the proof into five parts.

Part 1. If x£X, then

{Ar\K"ar\E[\y' - x'\  < 5eh(x)]} CQ(x).

Proof. Otherwise pick ye(Ar\Kpa) with

| y' - x' | < 5eA(*),        | y" - *"| = Sh(x),

hence | (y — at)'| <e| (y — x)"\ and Lemma 4.2 implies

y G On   (P, e, at).

Consequently

oo > h(x) = I y" - a-" |  ^ 5Â(at) > 0,

which is false.

Part 2. If xeX, then

Q(x) C [oTk(R, e, x) \J ol~k(R, e, *)].

Proof. Otherwise we could find a point y for which

| y' - x'\  < 5th(x),        | y' - x'\  = 771 y" - x"\,

I y' - x'\  = 7,| y" - x"\,

by virtue of Lemma 4.2. From these inequalities we infer

0 < Ueh(x) < 12e| x" - x"\  = r,| x" - x"\

= 7,| x" - y"\  + ,| y" - x"\   ^\y' -x'\  +| / - .r'l

^ I x' - al'l + 2| y' - a;'|  < e| a;" - *"| + 10eÄ(x)

= iÄ(at) + lOiÂ(at) = ÍUh(x),
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which is false.

Part 3. If xEX, then K[x', eh(x)]CK[a', p(l+2e)].

Proof. If yEEk, \y-x'\ <eh(x), then

| y - a'\ g| y - x'\ +\ x' - a'\ < eh(x) +\ x - a\

= É(2p) + p = p(l + 2e).

Part 4. IfxEX, then

0[4AÖ(aO] ^2-(My-n&{K[x',eh(x)]}.

Proof. Certainly y(E.Q(x) implies

| y - x\ á| y' - a-'| +| y" - x"\ = 5(e + l)A(a;) < 6h(x),

| y — x\  ^ | y — x\ +| x — x\

g 5(e + l)h(x) +| at' - *'| +| x" - x"\

= 6(e + l)h(x) < 7h(x),

because 6e = 77/2 < 1. Hence

Q(x) C {K[x, 7h(x)] H #[*, 7A(z)]}

with 7h(x) <14p<5. From Part 2 we infer that

[4 n gw] c {4 n or*(P, »j, *) n *[*, 7*(*)]}

u {4 n ob~*(p, r,, x) n £[*, 7ä(*)]}

and use the condition (iii) to reach the conclusion

0[4 C\ Q(x)] = 2ßa(k)[7h(x)r,]k

- 2-7*-(12)*-M«(*) [«*(*)]* = 2-(84)* •,<> {#[*;', «*(*)]}.

Par/5. 0(Z)=2-(lO)2i/ia(¿)pA:.

Proof. Since

P?(X)-   U   snga;'C   U   K[x',eh(x)],

with 2eh(x) =4ep for atG-X". we may use [Ml, 3.5] to obtain a subset Fof X

for which

P?P0 C   U   K[x',5eh(x)]
sGK

and

{K[x',eh(x)]r\K[y',eh(y)}} =0

whenever at and y are distinct points of Y.

Next we apply Part 1 and obtain
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X = XnE [y' G5r*(X)]

= in Ely' G   U   K[x', 5eh(x)]\
" l       «er J

=   U   Xr\E{y'EK[x',Sth(x)]}
xGf »

=   U   XC\E [| y' - x'\   < SeA(ar)J

C   U   AC\Q{x).
«er

Combining the last relation with Parts 4 and 3 we reach the conclusion

0(X) = Z 0^4 ̂  <?(*)]
•Er

á 2-(84)*M E-GÍ-S-f*'. «*(*)]}
«er

^ 2-(84)V&{*[«'. p(l + 2e)]}

= 2-(84)*-(l + 2e)kfia(k)f>k

g 2-(84)*(7/6)V«(*)p*

g 2-(10)2ipa(¿)p*.

4.6   Theorem. 7/
(i) ¿ <w are positive integers,

(ii) 0GUB',4C7iB,0(4)<oo,

(iii) whenever R(E.Gn, 0<r¡<í, ¡i>0 and m is a positive integer, the set

T(R, t,, /u, m)

is defined to consist of those points xÇ^Enfor which 0 <r < 1/rw implies

2k k k
(2-10 )VB(0, A,R, 77, r, x) g p < 5,(0,4,*) < oo,

(iv) D is a dense subset of Gn, p is the set of all positive rational numbers,

p' is the set of all positive rational numbers less than 1,

then each set of the form [Ar\T(R, 77, ¡i, m)] is countably (0, ¿) rectifiable, and

U       U      U     Û   T(R, v, ix, m) =    U       U      U     G   T(R, 7,, m, m).
R&On   0<T|<1   (i>0     m—1 BGB     ijGp'    nGp    m—1

Proof. We suppose S(EGn, 0<€<1,m>0, misa positive integer, and di-

vide the proof of the theorem into two parts.

Part 1.   [4P\7(5, e, u, m)\ is countably (0, ¿) rectifiable.

Proof. From 3.4 we see that

T(S, t, u, m) G 93«.
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Let 5 be the set of those points at G T(S, e,u,m) for which r > 0 implies

[7(5, e, u, m) C\ On~*(5, r, x) i\ Kx] ^ 0.

From 4.5 we infer that [T(S, e, u, m) —B] is a countably ¿ rectifiable set

and that

(1) 5n(0, 5, at) g u for x G 5.

It is easy to see that, for each positive integer j, the set of all those points

xÇzEn for which

[7(5, e, u, m) C\ o7\s,f\ x) C\ KÇxj'1)] * 0

is open. Hence 5 is the intersection of T(S, e, u, m) with a set of type G>.

Consequently

5 G 93».

It follows from 3.9 that

k k
5„(0, 4 C\ B, x) = 5n(0, A, x) > u for 0 almost all a; in (4 H 5).

Hence (1) implies 0(4 C\B) =0.
This completes the proof of Part 1.

Part 2.

oo

7(5, €, u, m) C   U       U      U     U   7(P, 77, p., m).
R&Gn    ijGp'   p£p    m«l

Proof. Suppose acG7"(5, e, m, m).

Choose ft, 77, P in such a way that
it

P G P,        m < p < 5B(0, 4, at),

V G p', 0 < 77 < €, «e* g pT,*,

Ä G Z>, (1 + 12)1/2 < (1 + e2)>/2-(l - \\R - S\\).

Next we check that

. n—k _       n—fc

On     (P, 7?,  X)   C On     (5, €,  at)

by taking a point y in the first set and computing:

1,-»1 <(i + 7,y/2|pr*(y-*)i

^(l+,V/2{|Pr(y-.)|+||P-5||.|y-*|},

1 y - *i < (i - \\r - s\\)~\i+„y/2i pr*(y - *)i

^(l + e2)1/2|pr(y-,)|.
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Hence y belongs to the second set, the inclusion relation is proved, and we

infer from it that

2k k k k k
(2-10 )Vn(0, A,R, r,, r, x) ^ (e/r,) (2-10 ) VB(0, 4, 5, «, r, x)

k k
^ (e/77) u ^ p < s„(0, A, x)

whenever 0 < r < ( 1 /m).

Hence x G T(R, ■n,ß,m).

The proof is complete.

4.7   Theorem. If
(i) ¿ < n are positive integers,

(ii)  0GUB', 4CPn, 0(4)<OO,
(iii) corresponding to <p almost all x in A we can find R and 77 such that

REGn, 0<rj<l, and

k 2k _1     k
lim sup Vn(0, 4, R, 77, r, x) < (2-10 )   g„(0, 4, x) < 00,

then A is (0, ¿) rectifiable.

Proof. Defining T(R, 77, p., m) as in 4.6, we easily check the relation

0/4-    U       U      U     U   T(R, 77, p, m)\ = 0.
V äGg„   0<iï<1    W>0     m=l /

Since the set 7/ of 4.6 (iv) may be chosen countable, we are assured by 4.6

that 4 is countably (0, ¿) rectifiable. Reference to 2.36 completes the proof.

5. (0,¿) rectifiable sets.

5.1   Lemma. If
(i) fis a function on Ek to En,

(ii)  C is a compact subset of Ek,

(iii) / is univalent on C, and continuous relative to C,

(iv) / has the nonsingular differential L at the point xÇ_C,

(v) R£zGn with Ri'L' = 0 for i=i, 2, ■ ■ • , n — ¿, and j = l, 2, • ■ • , ¿,
(vi) 0<Af<oo,

then there is a number r>0for which

{/•(C) H o7k[R, M,f(x)]n K[f(x), r]} = 0.

Proof. Let 7/ be the inverse of L and choose e such that

€ > 0,        0 < edlZ/H-1 - e)-1 g (1 + M2)"1'2.

Choose 5>0 so that

I y — x\  < 5     implies    | f(y) — f(x) — L(y — x)\ ^ e| y — x\,
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which in turn implies

I Prfy(y) -/(*)] I â «I y - *| Ú i(l|L'ir - e)_1 I/Ö0 -/(*) I.

/(y) G or*[P,Jf, /(*)],

because (PB~t:L) is a null matrix.

The function (/| C) has a continuous inverse function g. Choose r >0 so

that

z G Í/*(C) A K[f(x), r]}     implies    | g(z) - x\ < 5,

which in turn implies

z=f[g(z)]$o7k[R,M,f(x)].

The proof is complete.

5.2 Theorem. 7/¿, m, n are positive integers, ¿ St», ¿ S«, 4CPm, BQEn,

Q<M< oo, and fis such a function with domain A and range B that

| /(at) —/(y)| ^ M\ x — y\   whenever a; G 4, y G 4,

then

3C„(5) ̂  M*-3c!l(4).

Proof. Note that [diam/*(5)] ¿M■ [diam 5] whenever 5C4, and apply

the definition of 3CB.

5.3 Remark. Saks has shown by an example (see [SS2]) that it is in gen-

eral not possible to replace 3Cj by Tl in the conclusion of Theorem 5.2. It

may easily be seen, by a slight modification of Saks' example, that J^ behaves

just as badly as r*, but the corresponding problem for the other measure

functions which were defined in 2.18 is still unsolved.

5.4 Corollary. If B is ak rectifiable subset of En then 3CJS(P>) < oo.

5.5 Remark. From 5.2 it follows that Hausdorff measure is invariant un-

der isometries. This fact will later be used as follows:

Consider the ¿ sphere

S = Ek+lr\E [| x\ = 1],
X

and the group Gk+\ whose elements map S isometrically onto itself. The trans-

formation group Gk+i is compact, and transitive with respect to S • Hence it

is known (see [L], [W9]) that every measure 0 over S which satisfies the

conditions:

(i) all Borel sets of S are 0 measurable,

(ii) 4>{X)=<p\R*(X)] whenever XCS, RGGk+i,

(iii) 0(S)=ä5+1(s),
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is determined for every Borel set XQS by the equation

0(Z) - 3Ck+i(X).

This implies in particular that

3C*+i(S)-  f     /(5i)¿0fc+15 = f f(x)d3Ck+1x
J G*+l J S

for every Borel measurable numerically valued function f on S.

5.6 Remark. If « is a positive integer, then 3CB=^n.

For a simple proof we refer the reader to [SD].

5.7 Lemma. If f is a Lipschitzian function on Ek to En, A QEk, and f has

a singular differential at each point of A, then 5C^[f*(A)]=0.

Proof(3). We assume, without loss of generality, that J^k{A) < oo, and let

if be a Lipschitz constant of/.

Choose 77 >0.

For atG4, let Df(x) be the differential of/ at at, and, for m = i, 2, 3, •••,

define

rr , , !/(«)-/(*)- [Df(x)](z-x)\
Um(x) =       sup

0< |a-xl<l/w I 2 — X I

Since

^(at) —* 0 as m —* 00 for each x G 4,

we may use Egoroff's theorem to select a subset C of 4 for which Xjc{A — C)

S (ri/2Mk) and
Um(x) —» 0, uniformly for x G C, as w —» 00.

Thus / is uniformly differentiate on C From the standard theorem on

uniform convergence it also follows that the (matrix-valued) function Df is

continuous on C.

In view of the arbitrary nature of 77, the theorem is a consequence of the

second of the two parts into which we divide the remainder of the proof.

Part 1. IfxEC, then

,.    3¿[f*(Cn Krx)]
hm-= 0.

^0+        £k(Krx)

Proof. Choose e>0.
Since the matrix Df(x) is singular, we can pick an orthogonal transforma-

(3) This proof is similar to a construction given by Kolmogoroff in [K, §7]. His argument

suffers from an unfortunate inaccuracy, which can easily be avoided.
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tion PGG* for which \Df(x) ](Rh) = 0, the zero vector of En.

Next choose a number 5>0 such that

(1) \f{z) -f(y) - [Df(y)](z _ y)| * «J» - y|

whenever y G C, zGP*, \z —y\ < 5, and such that

(2) \\Df(z) - Df(x)\\ < e

whenever zGC and \z — x\ <5.

Let g be the function on Ek to Ek such that

k-i

g(z) = x+*Z(zi- x,)& + [(z* - at*)/e]P* for z G Ek,
i-i

and let h = (f:g).
Observe that y(E.Ek, zÇ.Ek implies

(3) | g(y) - g(z) |2 = ¿ (y, - *,)» + [(y* - z*)A]2,
;-l

(4) I í(y)-g(*)| ^ (l + e-i)|y-z|.

Now suppose 0 <r < 5/2. Let

p = p*np[g(z)G(cnx¡)],

and use (3) to check that zGP implies |z,—ac,| <rfor/ = l,2, • • • .¿ — land

|zt—at* | <er. It follows that

(5) -0(F) á 2V*t.

We abbreviate

7z = Z?/[g(z)] forzGP,

and check that y G P, zGP implies g(z) G C with |f(y)— g(z)| <2r<5;hence

(1), (2), (4), and the relation Lx = Df[g(x)]=Df(x) yield the inequalities

\Ky)-h(z)\=\f[g(y)]-f[g(z)]\

á|£»[g(y)-f(*)]| + «U(y)-f(s)|

^ I Lx[g(y) - g(z)] | + | {L, - Lx\ [|(y) - g(z)] | + « | ¿(y) - g(z) \

^ I ¿*k(y) - *(*)] I + {||£. - £,|| + *} I g(y) - «(«) I

^ U. j E (w - */)*' + [(y* - 8*)A]p*1 I + 2e(l + a-1) | y - z |
I V i-1 / I

= \lA ¿ (yi - Zi)R>\ I + 2(1 + e) I y - g I
I       I i-i / I

=S 0WI + 2(l + e)]Jy-«|.
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Hence 5.2 and 5.6 imply that

3C„[A*(P)U [|WI+2(1 + *)]V>(P).

and we use (5) to conclude

ge,*[f*(Cn Kx)] ^ Mn[h*(F)] ^  [\\LX\\ + 2(1 + e)]k2kr\

-&(¿Q a(k)rk      = a(k)rk

=   [l|£,H+2(l + e)]V
a(¿)

In view of the freedom with which r was chosen we have

Xn[f*(Cn Krx))      [\\LX\\ + 2(1 + o]V
hm sup-s-:-e.

~°+ £k(lQ a(k)

But e was an arbitrary positive number. Hence we may let e—>0 to com-

plete the proof of Part 1.

Par¿2. 3CBLf*(4)]<77.

Proof. Using Part 1 and the Vitali covering theorem, we select a disjointed

family F of open spheres for which

«0 [C - c(F) ] = 0,       .O [o-(F) ] á 2.0(0

andSePimpIiesíKÍI/*(Cn5)]g{»7/[2+40(0]}^(5).
We use 5.2 in checking that

k

SE:F

á M* {.&(4 - O + -C* [C - "(F) ]} + {17/ [2 + 4£»(0 ]} Z W)
sGf

Ú (v/2) +{v/[2 + 40(0]}^[a(P)] g t,.

The proof is complete.

5.8 Theorem. 7/0GU/,0(4) < =0,4 is (0, ¿) rectifiable, and &l(<j>,A,x)
< » /or 0 almost all xinA, then A is (0, ¿) restricted at 0 almost all of its points.

Proof. Let e>0.

ChooseX and 5 such that 0 <X < oo, BGS3B, 5*(0, 4, ac) <X for xG5, and

0(4-5)<e.
Next select F, f and M such that F is a compact subset of Ek, f is a func-

tion on Eft to £„, 0<Af< oo, |/(ac) —/(y)| gJ7|x—y| whenever at GPft, y GP*,

and0[4-/*(F)]<e.

3C„[/*(4)] ^ 3C„{/*[4 -Cn<r(F)]} + 3¿{f*[cn er(F)]}

£ Mk£k[A -Cr\ a(F)] + £ Xn[f*(C H 5)]
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Let D be the set of all those points of F at which the function/ is differ-

entiate. Then j(j,(F-D) =0. (See [RAD].) The set D has, by [MF, 5.1 and

3.1], an «O measurable subset X such that/*(X) =f*(D) and/ is univalent

on X. Let 5 be the set of those points of X at which the differential of / is

nonsingular. Let C be a closed subset of 5 for which _0(5—C) <e/(2k\Mk).

Further let

P = EnC\E [s*(0, A,x) >0],
X

Q = Br\f*(c)r\p,

Z = Q H E [s„(0, 4 -Q,x) =0].
X

The theorem is a consequence of the last two of the six parts into which

we divide the remainder of the argument.

Par/1. 3C£tf(P)-/*(C)]<e/(2*X).
Proof. First we check that

f*(F) = /*(£>) U/*(F - 7») = f*(X) U/*(F - 7»)

= f*(C) yJf*(S - C) Vf*(X - 5) W/*(F - D).

Next we use the relations

»0(5 - C)< i/(2*XAf*),       .0(7 - D) = 0,

together with 5.2 and 5.7 to infer that

3CB[/*(5-C)] <e/(2\),        3CB[/*(F- ö)] = 0,      3C*B[/*(* - 5)] = 0.

Consequently

3Cn[/*(P)-/*(C)]áe/(A)+0.

This proves Part 1.

Part 2. 0[4r\5n/*(P)-/*(C)]<É.
Proof. Use Part 1 and Theorem 3.6.

Part 3. 0[4n/*(P)-P]=O.
Proof. Since 3CÏ[f(F)] < °°, Part 3 is a consequence of Theorem 3.6.

Part 4. 0(4n<2-Z)=O.
Proof. (?G93B, hence Part 4 follows from Remark 3.9.
Parí 5. 0(4-Z)<3e.

Proof. From the relation

(4 - Z) C (4 - Q)\J (Ar\Q - Z) G (4 - B)\J [A - f*(F)]

u [ac\b n/*(F) -/*(o] u [^ n/*(F) - p] u (4 r\o - z)

we conclude that

0(4 - Z) < e + e + 6 + 0 + 0.
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This proves Part 5.

Part 6. 7/acGZ, then A is (0, ¿) restricted at x.

Proof. Certainly  §£(0, 4, *)>0.

By 5.1 we can further select PGGB and r >0 such that

¡f*(c) n oIT*(P, i, *) n ic(*. r)] = o,

hence

[4n or*(p, i, *)n *(*, o] c [4 -/*(c)] c (4 - 0,

S„[0, 4 n On~*(P, 1, *), x] g g*(0, 4 - Ç, at) = 0.

The proof is complete.

5.9 Theorem. Iff is a Lipschitzian function on Ek to En and X is an J^j¡

measurable subset of Ek, then •

f   N(f, X, y)dKny =  f Jf(x)d£kx
J E„ J X

= /3(», ¿)_1 f     f   N[(PkR:f), X, z]d£kzd<l>nR.
J OnJ En

5.10 Remark. Theorem 5.9 is analogous to [F2, 4.5] and [F3, 4.5], where

the measure <£* was used in place of the measure 3Cj.

Keeping/and X as in 5.9, suppose 0GUB and consider the statements:

(1) f   N(f, X, y)d<f>y =  f 7/(*)¿0,
J B„ J X

(2) f Jf(x)d¿rlkx = ß(n, ¿f1 f     f   iV[(P*:/)> X, z]¿Oz<f0BP.
J X J Q„J Ek

The second proposition was proved in [F3, 4.5]. It does not involve the

measure 0.

From [F2, 4.5] we know that (1) holds if 0= €>*. (Note that $* was called

í»in [F2],and^„in [F3].) The proofs given in [F2] apply also—without any

change whatever—to the cases 0 = Q* and 0 = T*.

To obtain a proof of (1) for 0=3CB from our proof of (1) for 0 = $£, we

need only replace the lemma [F2, 4.4], which is used in [F2, 4.5], by the

Lemma 5.7 of this paper.

Furthermore we may replace JfCj in 5.7 by SÍ, because every set of Haus-

dorff measure zero has sphere measure zero. The remainder of the proof of

[F2, 4.5] applies to SÍ just as well as to *„, T*n, Q*, or 3Cj.

Hence (1) holds if 0 is any one of the five measures 3Cj, SB, £%, $«. Tn.

In 5.11 to 5.13 it will be shown that the same is true for the functions
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5.11   Remark. If A G21«, then

jl{A) = ß(n, kf1 f    f  N(PkR, A, y)d£kyd<t>nR.
Jo.  J EiOn  *  »*

To prove this we use [Fl, 2.4] and [Fl.4.1].

Choose a sequence Q of partitions of 4 such that

QiCV» for;= 1,2, 3, ••• ,

lim < sup (diam 5) > =0,
j-»">   \sEqj )

lim Í £ US)} = 7kn(A).

Denoting

//(Ä) =  E -C4P«(5)] for P G Ci = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,
se«/

we infer from [Fl, 4.1] that

Urn MR) -  f   JV(P*, 4, y)d£ky for P G GB,
/-no J Ek

MR) ^ f   ff(p£, 4, y)i(>y for P G G», i - 1, 2, 3, • • • .
J Ek

Next we see that

E   fn(5) = ß(n, ¿)-i f /,(P)á0BP
SGQy «J Gn

for/= 1,2,3,

From these relations and from Fatou's lemma it follows that

7„(4) = ß(n, kf1 lim   f fi(R)d4>nR

á ]»(», ¿)_1 f     f   N(PR, A, y)¿Oyd0„P
J OnJ Ek

= ß(n,k)~1f    lim fjWdtnR

gß(*, ¿)_1lim   f fi(R)d<t>nR
j-><0    J  Qn

=y.(4).
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This completes the proof.

5.12   Remark. If 5G2I* and f is a continuous function on B to E„, then

f   N(f, B, z)djknz = ß(n, kf1 f     f   N[(Pn:f), 5, y]d£kyd<t>nR.
J En J Q„J Ek

It follows from [Fl, 4.1 ] that the left integrand is an analytically measur-

able function. Let

A¡ = Enr\E [N(f, 5, z) = j]      îovj = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

Aa = Enr\E[N(f, 5, z) « •].
z

Whenever RÇ.Gn and yGPt we have

N[(PkR:f), B, y) = T.j-N(PkR, Ah y) + *-N(PkR, 4«, y),

i-l

where » -0 = 0, in accordance with the usual conventions of measure theory.

From 5.11 and the last equation it follows that

f   N(f, B, z)djlz = Zj-jliA,) + oo .ykn(Ax)
J En Í-1

= ß(n, ¿)_1 f     (    { T.J-N{PkR, A,-, y) + « • n(Pb, 4., y)\ d£kyd<t>nR
J QH J Ek    V f-1 J

= ß(n, kf1 f     f   N[(PkR:f), B, y]d£kyd<j>nR.
J a„J Ek

The proof is complete.

5.13 Remark. It will now be shown that the proposition (1) of 5.10 holds

for 0 = y„ and for 0 = Ç„.
The proof of the inequality

(la) f   N(f, X, y)d<t>y ^ f Jf(x)d£kx
J E„ J X

for <t> = Jn and 0 = (/n is quite similar to its proof, in [F2, 4.5], for 0= $*.

The Lemma 5.7 of this paper remains true if 3CÍ is replaced by J„ or by Çkn,

because every set of 3C„ measure zero has J\ and Ç„ measure zero. Hence the

lemma [F2, 4.4], which is a step in the derivation of (la) for 0= í>í, is true

also for 4> = 7n and for 0 = Ç*,.
Next consider that portion of the proof of the lemma [F2, 4.3] which

concerns itself with the inequality

f   N(f, A, y)d<t>y ^ n£k(A)
J E.
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for 0= <£„. To obtain a proof of the same inequality for 0 = 7Í and.4> = Çn,

we modify Part 1 of [F2, 4.3] as follows:

The open sphere 5 is replaced by a convex open set a' which is defined

like this : Let

Kz) = g*(x) + 7(z — x) for z G Ek.

Whenever u and v are positive numbers, let W(u, v) be the set of all those

points of En whose distance from thé set {(range h)C\C[ga(x), «]} is less

than v. Then

lim th»[W(l, v)] = ft {(range h) H C [&(*), l]} = a(¿)

and we pick Vi so that

r»lwr(i,fl)]á(i + «||^||)*-a(*),

which implies

ù[W{u, «m)] á «*(1 + i||ï/||)*•«(*) for « > 0.

Now choose a and p as in [F2, 4.3], except for taking p so small that

#
g. (a) C W(p, p»i), .

and define

a' = W(p, pvi).

Then fí(a') <p«0*(«), and the remainder of the proof of (la) for 0 = 7* and

<p = Çn proceeds just like the proof of (la) for i>„.

To prove the opposite inequality

(lb) f   N(f, X, y)d<t>y =  f Jf(x)d£kx,
J En J X

we choose a set B G ¡Qk for which

BCX,       £k(X - 5) = 0.

From 5.12 and the statement (2) of 5.10 we infer that

f   N{f,X,y)d<t>y^  f   N(f,B,y)d<t,y
J   En J En

> ß{n, ¿f1 f     f   N[(PkR:f), B, z]d£kzd<t>aR
J GnJ Ek

=  f Jf(x)d£kx -  f Jf(x)d£kx,
J B J X
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for 0 = 7Í and also for 0 - ÇI, because Çk(S) = ?*(5) for every set SQEn.
This completes the proof.

5.14 Theorem. If
(i) ¿ <n are positive integers,

(ii) 4 GS3n, 4 *s ¿ rectifiable,
then

3CB(4) « /3(«, ¿)_1 f     f   ÍV(Pa, 4, z)d£kzd<t>nR.
J OnJ Ek

Proof. Select a Lipschitzian function / whose domain is a Borel set of Ek

and whose range is 4. Next use [MF, 5.1 ] to ascertain an «O measurable sub-

set B of the domain of/, such that/*(5) =4 and/is univalent on B. Then

N(f, 5, y) = 1 for y G PB,

N[(PkR:f), B, z] - tf(P*. 4, z)       for z G F*, P G Gn.

Use 5.9 to complete the proof.

5.15 Remark. The measure 3CÍ may be replaced in Theorem 5.14 by any

one of the six functions SÍ» CÍ, $*, Pí, Çn and J„. This is a consequence of

5.10 and 5.13.
5.16 Remark. The equation (1) has been proved for several measures 0

by Kolmogoroff and by Nöbeling. (See [K], [Nl].)

6. On differentiation.
6.1 Sectional assumptions. Throughout §6 we fix a space S and a dis-

tance function p, which metrizes the set S • We use the notation

c(x, r) = S C\ E [p{y, x) = r] for x G S, r > 0.
y

We denote by SDÎ the class of all those measures over S relative to which all

closed subsets of § are measurable. We further assume that we are given a fixed

measure mGSDÎ, and a number X, which satisfy the regularity condition

n[c(x, 5r)] < \fi[c(x, r)] for x G S, r > 0.

We also suppose that every subset of S is contained in a Borel set of

equal p. measure.

6.2 Remark. We shall later apply the results of this section by taking

S = Ek+ÏC\E [\x\ = 1],
X

p the usual metric, and p. = 3CÏ+i.

The regularity condition, with suitable X, may be proved by the following

elementary argument:

Since congruent sets have equal 3CÍ+1 measure, we consider only spheres

with center a= (0, 0, • • • , 0, 1)GS.   Define x' = {x%, at2, ■ • • , xk)ÇiEk for
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atGS , and check that

(acjfc+1 - yk+l)(xk+i + y*+i) = (y' — x') • (at' + y') for x G S, y G S.

Hence |ac*+i-r-y*+i| >0 implies

\¿-y\ á|*-y|á {l + (|*' + /|/|*m + y*+i|)}|*'-y'|.

Letting   í(r) = l+r/(l—r)   for   0<r<l,   we   see   that    |*' — y'| = |je — y|

^¿(r) |at'—y'| whenever ac and y are in c(a, r) with 0<r<l. From 5.2 it fol-

lows that

3Ck{C[a', rtirf1]} = 3C*+i[c(a, r)] = /(r)*3eî[C(o', r)].

Hence 5.6 implies

<(r)~* g a(¿)_1r*3C*+i[c(a, r)] g <W*

for 0<r<l. Consequently

lim a(¿)   r   3Ck+1 [c(a, r)] = 1.

We can therefore pick a number e>0 such that

3C*+i [e(a, 5r)] < (2-S*)3K¿fi[c(a, r)J for 0 < r < e.

Furthermore r = e implies

0C*+i[c(a, Sr)] < 23C*+1(S) ̂  {23C*+i(S)/3C*+i[c(a, t)]}Xk+i[c{a, r)].

Hence the required regularity condition will be satisfied if we take X to be

the greater of the two numbers (2-5*) and {2-3CÎ+i(S)/3CÎ+i[c(a, e)]}.

6.3   Definition. For 0G9JÎ and atGS we define

4>[c(x, r)]
S'ip(x) = hm sup ——--r-,

r-.o+     p [c(x, r) J

*[*(*, r)]
Si^(x) =  lim inf

r-o+     p[c(at, r)]

0 [c(at, r) ]
6i/s(x) =  lim ——-— •

f-o+ n[c(x, r)\

6.4   Remark. 7/0G2)?. then 5'0 and 5,0 are Borel measurable functions.

To prove this, define

fr(x) =   lim 0[c(x, r)j, gr(x) =  lim p[c(x, r)],

and let P be the set of all positive rational numbers. It is easily seen that/r

and gr are upper semicontinuous functions on S , for each r>0, and that
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Ô'\p(x)   =   lim SUp   [fr(x)/gT(x)],
R3r-4

BtKx) =   liminf   [fr(x)/gr(x)l
R3r->0

6.5   Lemma. 7/0 G2)?, 4 is a Borel set, e>0,0<t<«>, and

5¡0(at) = t for x G 4,

then

0(4) = /p(4)

a«¿ there is an open set Ufor which

A C V    and   0(*7 - A) < e.

Proof. We assume that A is bounded, and suppose

/ < M <   oo.

Denote S'=c(x, 5r) whenever S = c(x, r).

Let F be the family of all the closed spheres 5 for which 0(5) ^uß(S),
diam 5<1, and suppose

0 = E [S" G F].

The theorem follows from Parts 2 and 3 below by letting u—>/+.

Par/ 1. If B is a Borel set, BQA, and 77 >0, íAe« /Aere ¿5 aw o£ew set Ufor

which

BCU    and   0(C7) = X2Mp(5) + 77.

Proof. Since the Borel set B is contained in an open sphere of finite ß

measure, we obtain from [RM1, 3.7] an open set F for which

5 C V    and    p{V) = p(5) + t,/(X2M).

Since the family

Qf\E[SCV]

covers B, it has, by [Ml, 3.5], a disjointed subfamily G for which

5C   U   5'.
sGg

Letting

U =   U   (Interior 5"),
sGg

we see that U is an open set for which BQU and
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4>(U) = Z HS") â«Z ß(S") < «X2 Z M(5) = mXV(F) = MX2p(5) + V.
see sGg se«

Par/ 2.  There is an open set U for which

A<ZU   and   HU - A) < t.

Proof. From Part 1 we know that the Borel set 4 is contained in an open

set of finite 0 measure. Use of [RM1, 3.7] completes the proof.

Part 3. 0(4) =wp,(4 ) + («-*)•
Proof. Use [RM1, 3.7] to obtain an open set F for which

4 C V   and   p(V) = p(4) + (w - t)/u.

Since the family

FC\E [5C V]

covers 4 in the sense of Vitali, it has, by [Ml, 4.1 ], a countable disjointed

subfamily G for which

p(5) = 0,    where   5 = 4- a(G).

It follows from Part I that 0(5>=O, hence

0(4) = 0[<r(G) C\ 4] = £ 0(5) = u £ p(5)
sGg sGg

^ wp(F) ^ mm(4) + («-/).

6.6   Lemma. If ACS, PCS, B is a Borel set, v>0, and

p[B n C(;X, r,)]
hm sup-p--— = v for a; G 4

,-0+ p |c(at, 77) J

then

p(4 - 5) = 0.

Proof. We assume 0<d<1, and by 6.4 we may just as well assume that 4

is a Borel set, with p(4) < 00.

Let 0 be the element of SDÎ such that

0(Z) = n[X r\{A- B)} for X C 5.

Then *G4 implies

,IJ/W|.            4^M    LI.          p[(4-5)nC(a-,7,)]
» + 5,0(at) = hm sup-p---\- hm inf-■■-g 1,

n-^>+ p [C(X, 7,) J ,-*>+ fl [c(x, 77) ]

5.0(at) gl-t.

Since (4 —5) is a Borel set, we may apply 6.5 to infer that
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p(4 - 5) = 0(4 - 5) = (1 - v)p(A - 5) < oo,

0 ^ - vp(A - 5),       p(4 - 5) = 0.

The proof is complete.

6.7 Remark. By methods similar to those of 6.5 one may prove the fol-

lowing theorem, which was discovered independently by Anthony P. Morse

(1940) and the author (1943).

7/0G9Ka«d

F = S r\E[SiHx) < oo],
x

then

(i) 50(*)=oo/or*G(S-F),
(ii)  50(#) < oo for p. and 0 almost all x in F,

(iii) \¡/(X) =\¡/(X-F)+f(xr\F)fy(x)dpx for every Borel set XCS-
This is a generalization of the decomposition theorem of de la Vallée

Poussin for functions of bounded variation. (See [SSI, pp. 127 and 128].)

We neither prove nor use this result in this paper.

6.8 Theorem. If
(i) 0rG2K/orr>O,
(ii) p(x, 77, r)=ypr[c(x, 77)]/p;[c(at, 7?)]/or acGS, »7>0, r>0,

(iii)  rCS,0</ = l,a»d

lim sup {lim sup p(x, 77, r)} > t for at G 7,
b-K)+ r-K>+

(iv) 77 = 5 Pi E [lim sup p(x, 77, r) = 00 ],
x    (,,.-)-.(o,o)

(v) for each r >0, Yr is such a subset of S that

0r(S   -   YT)   =   0,

(vi) for each positive integer n, the set Zn = Uo<r<i/n Y, is the union of a Borel

set and a set of p measure zero,

(vu) z=n:.1zn,
thenß[T-(HKJZ)]=0.

Proof. For each positive integer n, and each r>0, define

Q(n, r) = S n F [ô'H(x) ̂  »].

Further, for n = 1, 2, 3, • • • , let 77„ be the set of those points at in S for which

there exist y, 77, r such that

yGS,       0 < 77 < 1/w,       0 < r < \/n,

x G c(y, 77),        p(y, 77, r) = n.

The theorem is a consequence of the last of the nine parts into which we
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divide the remainder of the proof.

Part 1. If c(a, u)C.c(b, v)Qc{a, 5u), then

p(a, u, r) = \p(b, v, r)    and   p{b, v, r) á X^>(a, 5«, r).

Proof. 0r[c(a, w)]^0r[c(o, zO]g0r[c(a, 5m)],

\2p[c(a, u)] > \p[c(a, 5m)] è Xp[c(ô, v)] _ \p[c(a, u)] > p[c(a, 5w)],

0r[c(a, m)] 0r[c(ô, f)]      0r[c(a, 5m)]

p[c{a, m)] p[c(b, v)]   '   p[c{a, Su)]

This proves Part 1.

Part 2. 77=nn".i77B.

Proof. The inclusion

oo

77 c n Hn
n-1

is evident. (Take y = ac in the definition of 77B.)

On the other hand, the relation

(1) x'e 77n

implies the existence of y, rj, r for which

(2) 0 < 77 < \/n,       0 < r < 1/m,

yGS,        xEc(y, 77),        />(y, 77, r) ^ ».

Consequently

c(y, 77) C c(at, 2t?) C c{y, St)),

and Part 1 implies

(3) />(*, 27,, r) = »A-

Hence (1) implies that (2) and (3) hold for some numbers 77 and r.

Since this is true for every positive integer n, we infer

fl  77nC77.
B=i

The proof of Part 2 is complete.

Part 3. If n is a positive integer, then 77„ is the union of a set of type F„ and

a set of p measure zero.

Proof. From the definition of 77B we obtain a family F of closed spheres

for which Hn=o(F).

Now the Vitali covering theorem [Ml, 4.1] yields such a countable dis-

jointed subfamily G of F that
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[a(F) - c(G)] =0.

But <t(G) is a Borel set of type P„, and

tr(P) = c(G)U [<r(F) -<t(G)].

Hence Part 3 is proved.

Parti. If0<7)^e<<x,x£;c(a,e),and

P(a, 5e, f)^«á p(x, v, r),

then we can find a number u for which t7=m^2€, c(at, rj)(Zc{x, u)C.c(a, 5e),

nép(x, u, r) ¿wX.

Proof. In case p(x, 77, r) ^«X, take m = 77.

Otherwise p(x, 77, r)>«X, and

V = E [0 < v ^ 4e, p(x, v, r) > n\] j¿ 0.

In this case we take u = sup V, note that

lim p(x, v, r) = p(x, t), r) > n\,
v-,n+

hence 0<77<M^4e, and

c(x, 77) C c(x, u) C c(a, 5e).

Next we define

5 = E [p(y, x) < u]

and observe that

lim 0,[c(x, »)] = 0,(5) g 0,[c(*. «)],
V—♦« —

X lim p[c(at, »)] = Xp(5) à Xp[c(at, m/5)] > p[c(x, «)],

which we combine with the definition of u to infer that

n = (»X)/X =  lim p(x, v, r)/X < p(x, u, r).
t-.a—

On the other hand we have the relation

c(a, t) C c(x, v) C c(a, 5e) for 2î g 1 g 4«,

and infer from Part 1 that

p(x, v, r) g \p(a, 5e, r) ^ X« for 2« g » S 4e.

Consequently m ̂  2e and

/>(a;, m, r) =   lim ^(at, v, r) ¿ X».
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This completes the proof of Part 4.

Part 5. If n is a positive integer, aGS, 0<r<(l/w), 0<«<(1/5m), and

p(a, 5e, r) ^n, then

0r[c(a, e) - Q{n, r)\ ^ n\*p[77n H c(a, 5e)].

Proof. Let X be the set of all those points acGc(a, e) for which there is a

number u such that M^2e,

c{x, u) C c(a, 5«),       n ^ ¿>(#, m, r) g »X.

Also, for each acG-X", pick such a number u, and denote it by/(at). Hence

x£X implies

f(x) ^ 2e,        c[x, f(x)] C c(a, 5e),        n ^ /'[at,/(at), r] ^ «X.

Next we use Part 4 and the definition of Q(n, r) to infer that

[c(a,e) -Q(n,r)]CX.

On the other hand the definition of 77B implies

U   c[x,f(x)} C [77„nC(a, 5e)J.
iGx

Since/(ac)/5<e for acG-X", and

XC    U    c[*,/(*)/5],
iGar

we may use the covering theorem [Ml, 3.5] to obtain a subset X' of X for

which

XC   U   c[x,/(*)],
zGx'

and c[at,/(at)/5]Ac[y,/(y)/5] =0 whenever at and y are distinct points of X'.

Inasmuch as

U   c[x,f(x)]Cc(a,5e)
xGx'

and every closed sphere has positive, finite p measure, the set X' must be

countable. Hence we compute

H[c(a, e) - Q(n, r)] ^ 0r(X) ^   £ H{c[x,f{x)})
xGx'

á«xl p{c[x,f(x)]} ^ n\*  £ p{c[x,f(x)/5]\
iGx' zGit'

= «X2pi   U   c[a:,/(a;)/5]l  ¿ n\2p[Hnn c(a, 5e)].
LGx' )

This proves Part 5.
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Part 6. If n is a positive integer, a GS, 0 < r < ( 1 ¡n), and « > 0, then

H[c(a, e) P Q(n, r)] ^ np[c(a, t) P. Zn].

Proof. We use 6.4 and 6.5 to compute:

0r[c(a, e) P Q(n, r)] = 0r[c(a, e) P Zn P Ç(«, r)]

g wp[c(a, t)nz,n Q(«, r)] ^ wp,[c(a, e) Pi Z„J.

Part 7. 7/ » ¿5 a positive integer, and a G 7". then

p[C(ö,,)n(77BUZB)] /
lim sup-=-a

n-K)+ p[c(a, 77)] ~ 2«X3

Proof. Pick s>0. Use (iii) to select e such that

0 < 5e < s,        e.< (1/5«),        lim sup p(a, e, r) > t.

Next pick a number r such that 0<r<(l/w), p(a, e, r)>t. Now we dis-

tinguish two cases:

If p{a, 5e, r) ^n, we use Parts 5 and 6 to conclude that

tp[c(a, 5e)] < t\p[c(a, e)] < \H[c{a, e)]

^ \{H[c(a, e) - Ö(«, r)] + 0r[c(a, t) H <?(«, r)]}

^ X{«X2p[c(a, 5e) Pi 77„] + np[c{a, t) P Z„]}

g 2wX3p[c(a, 5e) P (77B U Z„)],

[c(a,5f)P(77nUZB)] /

[c(a, 5e)] ~ 2»XS

In case, however, p(a, 5e, r)>n, we have c(a, 5e)C77B, which implies

p[c(a, 5e) P (77BU ZB)] = p[c(a, 5e)] ^ [//(2«X»)]p[c(a, 5e)J,

so that (1) holds in all cases.

Since 0<5e<5, and i was an arbitrary positive number, the proof of Part 7

is complete.

Part 8. If n is a positive integer, then p [T— (77BUZB) ] = 0.

Proof. Use Part 7, Part 3, assumption (vi), and Lemma 6.6.

Parí 9. p. [r-(77UZ) ] =0.
Proof. The relations

77B+1 C 77B,       ZB+1 C Zn for n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

imply that

00

(77 U Z)  =    n   (Hn VJ Zn).
n=l
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Consequently

[7-(77UZ)] = |~7-   n   (77BUZB)]

00

=   U   [7- (77BUZ„)]
n-l

and we apply Part 8 to complete the proof.

7. On (0, k) unrestricted sets. In this section we generalize Besicovitch's

results on the "condensation lines" of plane sets of finite linear measure. (See

[BE3].) Many of our geometrical constructions were suggested by Besico-

vitch's methods.

7.1 Theorem. If
(i) A and B are sets and fis a function such that (domain f)C.A, (range/)

C5,
(ii) 0 is a measure over A,

(iii) 0 is the function on the set of all subsets of B such that

0(5) = 0{£ [f(x) ES]} for SC B,

then 0 is a measure over B and every set 5C5, for which the set

E [/(») G 5]

is 0 measurable, is 0 measurable.

This is a direct consequence of the definitions given in 2.2.

7.2 Lemma. If
(i) k <n are positive integers,

(ii) A e&n (more generally A eVln),

(iii) B is the set of those ordered pairs (R, at) for which R G FÍ(4, at),

then B is a Borel (or, more generally, analytic) subset of the cartesian product

space (GnXEn).

Proof. For pairs (*, /) of positive integers we define the subsets S(i, j) of

the product space (GnXE„XE„) by the relation

S(i, j) =    E    [y G {4 P n7k(R, at) P C (*, f) - K(x, f)} ].

Then S(i,j) is of type F„ (or, more generally, an analytic set), and so is its

projection

B(i, j) = (Gn X En) P  E   [(R, x, y) G S(i, j) for some y G JE»].
(B,i)

But
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00 00

5= n    U5(¿,¿).
¿=i j-i

The proof is complete.

7.3   Theorem. If

(i) k <n are positive integers,

(ii) 0GU„', 4G£>n (more generally, 4G2L),

(iii) ae-En,Q<t£l, BCGn, and 0„(<t>, A, R, a)>tfor RGB,
then

<t>n\B - [Vn(A, a) U PF„(0, 4, a)]) = 0.

Proof. We denote

QÎ(R, v) = FnPFÍ"|     ¿     [(x- a)-P,-]2|      < (n - Ä)»M* - o)«P,l ,

Qj(R, 7?) = PnPp|"|     ¿    [(*-a)-^]2!     <-(»-¿)1'27,(at-a)-i?)J,

p+(F., 77, r) = a(¿r1(r,rr*0[4 P C>î(ic, ,) P J¿],

p7(2î, t?, r) = a(¿)"1(77r)~i0[4 P £7(-K. v) P *£],

whenever PGGn, »7>0, r>0, and /is an integer between 1 and (n — k). For all

such j we also define

F* = Gnr\E\ lim sup i lim sup o*(R, 77, r)>  à ¿/2(« - k) \,

F~ = Gn P £   lim sup  \ lim sup p~(P, 77, r) i  è ¿/2(» - ¿)   ,
BL    1-0+ (    r^0+ ) J

let A/ be the characteristic function of the set

{F¡ - [F„(4,a)P WB(0, A, a)]},

and let hj be the characteristic function of the set

\F~~i - [vl(A,x)r\Wkn(<t>,A,x)]}.

It may be shown that Ff, Fj are Borel sets, and that kf, hj are Borel

measurable functions (or, more generally, analytically measurable functions,

in case 4 is an analytic set). The outline of a proof is given in 3.4 and 7.2.

We further let 7 be the identity matrix in Gn, and define the following

mapping on Gk+i to Gn.

With each matrix 5€Gl+i we associate the matrix *5GG„ by the relations
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*Si = Ii for i < n — k or j < n — k,

*S\ = 5,,_B+k+i     f or i è n — k and j 5ï n — k,

where i and j are integers between 1 and n.

The remainder of the argument is divided into eight parts.

Part 1. If REGn and r,>0, then

0l~k(R, V, a) C   U   [qUr, v) U Ö7(P, *?)]•
i-i

Proof. The denial of this proposition implies (see 4.2) the existence of a

point x for which

(1) ¿    [(*-«)• RiY < n* £ [(x- a) -P,]*
«—n—4+1 i=-l

but

{      E     [(* - a) ' P.]2}      è (» - ¿) 1/2r? | <» - «) " Pi I
\   i-n-i+l /

for/ = l, 2, • • • , n — ¿. Squaring and adding the last (n — k) inequalities we

obtain

(2) (n-k)   ¿    [(x-a)-^]2è («-¿)772"¿ [(at-a)-P,]2.
i=n-4+l j'=l

Since (1) and (2) are contradictory, the proof of Part 1 is complete.

Part 2. 5CU^ÍWUFf).
Proof. The denial of this proposition implies the existence of a point RE-B

for which

lim sup <lim sup [p,- (R, 77, r) + p¡ (R, r¡, r)]>  < t/(n - k)
,_o+      (  r^o+ ;

forj«*l, 2, • ■ ■ ,n—k.

Using the hypothesis of the theorem, the definitions 2.24, 2.25, and Part 1,

we conclude

/ á 0*(0, 4, R, a)
f n—k \

^ lim sup <Jlim sup £ [pÎ(r, V, r) + p¡ (R, 77, r)]>
1—0+     v '->o+     ,-=i ;

n—k I \

^ £ lim SUP ilim SUP  [pÎ(r, V, r) + pj (R, 77, r)]> < t,
,_i    B->o+     I r—0+ ;
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which is the contradiction required to prove Part 2.

Part 3. If u and v are integers between 1 and (n — k), then

f   C(R)d<i>nR= f   A„(P)d0BP.
J 0„ J Gn

Proof. (Note that u and v may be equal.) Let U be the matrix such that

Ui = 7, for i ?£ m and i ^ v,

Evidently UEGn. From 2.5 we see that i?GG„ implies

(U:R)i = P< for ¡V» and i 9*v,

(U:R)U = - Rv,        (U:R)V - - P„,

which in turn implies (£(P, v) = Q7[(U:R), 77], p^fP, 77, r)=p~[(U:R), 77, r],
for any two positive numbers 77 and r. Hence

(1) PGP«   if and only if    (U:R) G F~.

Furthermore

LJn-k[(TJ:R),a] = n7k[R,a],

07k[(U:R), 7?, a] = On~*[P, V, a],

for RE-Gn and 77>0. Consequently

(2) # G vl(A, a)        if and only if   (U:R) G FB(4, a),

(3) iî G IFB(0, 4, a)   if and only if    (U:R) EW*»(4>, A, a).

From (1), (2), and (3) we conclude that

ht(R) = h~(U:R) forPGGn,

which we combine with the fact that 0„ is the Haar measure of Gn to obtain

the desired relation

J    ht(R)d<j>nR= \    h~(U:R)d<t>nR= f   h~(R)d<t>nR.
J On J On J On

Part 4. If PGGn, SGG*+i. V>0, then

(*S:R)i = Ri for i = 1, 2, ■ • • , n - ¿ - 1,

4+1    .

(*5:P)„_4 = ¿_i SiRn-k-i+-,
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¿   [(x-a)-(*S:R)i]>=   ¿   [(x-a)-Ri]* for x G J5»,
i=n—4 t=n—4

Çn^4[(*5:P), 77] î5 ¿Ae 5e/ of all those points xEEnfor which

i   ¿ [(* - a)-*,]2}     < [(» - ¿V + l]1'2- [(* - a)-(*5:P)„_4].
V   i=n-k /

Proof. For i = \, 2, • ■ ■ , n — k — l the relations

(*S:R)i = R(*Si) = R(Ii) = Ri

follow from 2.5. This proves the first statement. Similarly

(4+1       . V

E 5;/„_4-i+i j

4+1 . 4+1

=   Z-i SiR(In-k—l+j)   =    2Ll SlRn-k-l+j
J-l ¡=1

and the second equation is proved.

From the first equation we see that acGPB implies

"if [(* - a)-(*5:P)i]' = £ K* - a)«*,]»,
¿-i t-i

whereas

¿[(at-a).(*5:P),]2 = |x-a|2,
¿-i

¿[(*-a)-Ä]«-|»-a|»,
»=.1

because (*5:P) and P are orthogonal transformations. From the last three

equations, the third statement of Part 4 follows at once.

Now, if at is a point of either set mentioned in the fourth statement, then

clearly (x — a) • (*5:P)B_4>0. Hence we may assume this relation in the proof

of the fourth statement, which consists in checking that each inequality in

the following sequence is equivalent to the succeeding:

{     Z    [(* - o)-(*5:P)í]»1      < (» - *)"M(* - a)-(*5:P)„_4],
l   i=n-4+l '

¿    [(at - a)-(*S:R)i]2 < (n - ¿)t,2[(x - a)'(*S:R)n-k]i,
i=n—4+1

¿    [(* - a)-(*S:R)i]2 < [1 + (n - k)v*][(x - a)'(*S:R)n-k]\
¿=n—k
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|¿    [(«-flO-rSrP)*]*}1    < [l + («-¿)7,2]1/2[(at-a)-(*5:P)n_4].

This completes the proof of the fourth statement, and of Part 4.

Part 5. If REGn and 77>0, then

Qt-k(R, 77) C Or*[P, (n - kf\, a].

Proof. Suppose xEQ£-k(R, 77). Then

¿    [(a; - a)-RiY < (n - ¿)r,2[(a; - a)-i2B_4]2
l=n—4+1

á  [(«- ¿)1/27,]2  £   [(x-a)-Ri]\

i«.B—4

This proves Part 5.

Part 6. If REGn, then

f     A„_4(*5:P)d0i+15 = 0.

Proof. We fix the notations

S =£4+iPP[|y| = 1],

c(y, i7)=SPP[|z-y|gTj] for x G S, 77 > 0.
z

Let / be the function with domain

7> = £„PfX   ¿   [(at-a)-P,]2 >0~|,

and to S, such that

[(at — a)'Rn-k, (x — a)'Rn-k+i, ■ ■ ■ , (x — a) -PB]

/w-T^-71/1-
{    Z   [(at-a)-P¿]4
V  i-n-k J

For each r>0, let

Yr = f*[A r\ D r\ Kl],

and define the measure 0r over S by the relation

0r(F) = r~ 0J4 pi Kl P 7» P £ [/(at) £F]| for F C S.

We further let
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P(y,V,r)=fhr[cr{y',l)l, foryGS,77>0,r>0,
3e£+i[c(y,77)]

7 = S P E   lim sup   <him sup p(y, rj, r)\ > t/2(n - k + l)k+1
" L   n-*o+ {   r^o+ ) J

H = S P E\ lim sup p(y, 77, r) = 00 I
v   L(n.r)-»(0,O) J

Z, =     U    Yr for/ = 1, 2, 3, • • -,
0<r<l//

2 = n 2,-.
7-1

and denote

s(v) = {2 - 2[(n- ¿)t,2+ l]-i/2}i/2 for?, > 0.

The remainder of the proof of Part 6 consists in the consideration of nine

auxiliary propositions.

First proposition. If r>0, then 0r is such a measure over S that every

closed subset of S is 0r measurable.

We simply combine the facts that / is continuous, every closed subset of

£„ is 0 measurable, and Theorem 7.2, to obtain a proof of the first proposition.

Second proposition. If j is a positive integer, then

Zj = YVj E £4+1 (more generally, E SÍ4+1).

First we note that

K(a, 1/j) =     U    K(a, r),
0<r<Vl

hence, applying/*, we obtain

YVj =     U     YT = Zh
0<r<l/j

Now/ is continuous and the set

D P 4 P K(a, 1/j)

is a bounded F„ (an analytic set). Consequently the set

Zi=f*[Dr\Ar\K(a,\/j)]

is an P, (an analytic set).

Third proposition. 3CÎ+1 [7- (77 KJZ)] =0.

Evidently
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0r(S - Yr) - 0 for r > 0.

We combine this fact with the first and second propositions and 6.2 to

check that the hypotheses of 6.1 and 6.8 are satisfied. The third proposition

follows at once from Theorem 6.8.

Fourth proposition. If SEGk+i and v>0, then

Qtk[(*S:R), V] = DC\E {/(*) G K[SU s(v)]}.
x

Consider the inequalities

(1) j   ¿   [(*-a)-P,]2}12< [(n-k)v*+l]v>[(x-a)-(*S:R)n-k],

(2) ¿   [(x-o)-Ri]*>0.
t—n—k

(3) |/(*)-5i| <5(t,).

From Part 4 we know that (1) is equivalent to the statement

uxEQnt-k[(*S:R), 77]," and (2) is equivalent to the statement uxED."

Now evidently (1) implies (2).

Hence we can prove the fourth proposition by showing tj*at (1) and (3)

are equivalent, provided that (2) holds.

Consequently we assume (2).

We infer, from Part 4, that

(* - a)-(*5:P)B_4 = j ¿ [(x - a)-P,]P,l • j £ 5ÍPB_4-i+,|

4+1

=   E [(at-a)-PB-4-i+i]5Î
í-i

/        n -v   1/2

= [Si •/(*)]{    E     [(at-a)-P,]2^     ,

and, from the relation 15i| = |/(ac) | = 1, we see that

|/(at) - 5i |2 =2[l-5i•/(*)].

Consequently (1) is equivalent to the inequalities

1  <   [(«-¿)7,2+l]"2 [5! •/(*)].

1 - [5,•/(*)] < 1 - [(» - kW + I]"1'2.

|/(x)-5i|2< [,(,)]2,

which is equivalent to (3).
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This proves the fourth proposition.

Fifth proposition. If SEGk+i, then

E [f(x) = 5i] C 7» P n7k[(*S:R), a].
x

Use the fourth proposition and Part 4 to verify that

E [}{x) - Si] C  D   (Df\E ¡f{x) E K[Si, s(v)]})

=   n   {D^Q7k[(*S:R),v]}
n>0

C7»Pf|   ¿    [(at-a)-(*5:P)¿]2 = o|
x    Vi-n-4+l 1-4+1

n— k

= Dr\LJn   [(*S:R),a].

Sixth proposition. There is a function g on S such that

h7k(*S:R) = g(S0 for 5 G G4+1.

To prove this, we observe that h„t.k(*S:R) = 1 or 0 according to whether

or not the following three conditions are satisfied:

(1) lim sup {lim sup pB_4[(*5:P), 77, r]\ â t/2(n - ¿),
1—0+        I.   r—0+ J

(2) a is not a clusterpoint of {A P o"_ [(*5:P), a]},

(3) lim sup a(¿)_1(77r)"*0'{4 P or*[(*5:P), 77, a] H ¿} < 00.
(n,r)->(0,0)

Now Part 4 implies that the sets

e„_4[(*5:P),7,], n7k[(*S:R),a],       <>7k[(*S:R),,, a]

are completely determined by P, 77, r and Si. But P is fixed throughout Part 6,

and the variables "77" and V are bound in (1) and (3). From this the sixth

proposition follows at once.

Seventh proposition. If y ES, then

a(k)r,k
lim - ; --— = (n - ¿)-*/2,

,^0+    X4+1 {c[y, í(t7)J}

a(k)r,k

v

It is easy to verify that

lim     ,    ,   .-z^ = 2k(n - k)-«i\
-0+ 3C4+i{c[y, s(v)/2]}
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lim 77/5(77) » in - ¿)-1'2.
n-0

Furthermore it was shown in 6.2 that

lim Kk+1{c[y,r]}/[a(k)r] = 1.
.—>o

From these two relations the seventh proposition follows at once.

Eighth proposition. If g(y)>0, then yE [7— (77UZ)].

We select 5G<J4+i so that y = 5i. Then

¿B_4(*5:P) = g(y) = 1,

hence (*5:P)GFB+-4, and we use the seventh and fourth proposition to infer

ir            */          A   > r            /r            H[Sr\K(y,v)]\
lim sup < hm sup p(y, 77, r) >   ¿ hm sup < hm sup-¿:—-r--,— >

,-0+        \    f-0+ ) n-0+ (.    r-.0+ X4+I [c(y, 7,) J      )

Í 0r{5PP[5x, î(7,)]h
= hm sup < hm sup-^—-.—-r-¡—>

,-o+      (.   r-.o+       3Ci+i ¡c[y, s(r))\ |    )

I a(k)Vk *r{S nK[Sus(V)]h
= hm sup <—i—T—--r— hm sup->

,-o+      (3C4+1 \c[y, s(V)\\       r-o+ a(k)t)k )

= (n — ¿)~*/2 lim sup <lim sup p„_4[(*5:P), 77, r]>
U->0+        (   r->0+ ;

^ t/2(n - ¿)^2+1 > t/2(n - ¿ + 1)*«.

Consequently y ET.

Furthermore (*S:R)EWn(<l>, 4, a), and we again use the fourth and

seventh propositions, as well as Part 5, to conclude

',. H[c(y,v)]    ^ ,. 0r[S P KiSu 2t,)]
hm sup p(y, 7,, r) = hm sup r  --, Ú hm sup- --j—
U,r)-.(o,o) (,,r)-(o,o) 3CÎ+1 [c(y, 77) J       (,,r)-(o,o)       3C;+i [c(y, 7,) J

0r{S r\K[Sh s(v)]}
= hm sup-—7—-r-:—

(,,r)-(o,o)    3C*+i{c[y, î(t7)/2]}

<x(k)rik + .
= lim sup .   -——-r pn_4[(*5:P), 77, r]

(,,r)-(o,o) 3CÍ+1 {c[y, í(tj)/2]}

0{4 P or*[(*5:P), (» - ¿A, a] P Jf.'}
g 2*(n - ¿)~*'2 lim sup

(„r)-.(o,o) a(k)r¡krk

k k
= 2   lim sup Vn[0, 4, (*S:R), 77, r, a] < 00.

(n,r)—(0,0)
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Consequently yG77.

Last we use the fact that (*5:P) G V(A, a) to prove that yGZ. Suppose,

in fact, that yGZ. Then

y E Zi = Yin for/ = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • ,

in virtue of the second proposition. Hence the definition of Yy¡ implies the

existence of points at1, x2, x3, • • •  such that

*, G 4 P Rio, 1/j),      /(*0 - y - Slt

for/=l, 2, 3, • • • . Hence

lim x' = a,
,-.00

while the fifth proposition implies

*' G A P n7k[(*S:R), a] for/ = 1, 2, 3, ■ ■ • .

This contradicts the fact that (*5:P)G Y (A, a).
Consequently yEZ.

The proof of the eighth proposition is complete.

Ninth proposition. fGk+1h¿-k(*S:R)d<j>k+iS = Q.

Use the sixth proposition, 5.5, the eighth and the third proposition to

check that

f     ABi.4(*5:P)d04+i5 = f     g(5x)d04+i5
J 04+1 •* Gk+l

=  fg(y)dXk+iy è 3C4+i[7 - (H \J Z)] = 0.
J s

This completes the proof of the ninth proposition, and of Part 6.

Part 7. /G„AB+_i(P)a'0BP = O.

Proof. Since 5GG4+1 implies

f   h+n-k(R)d<¡>nR = f   ht-k(*S:R)d<j}nR,
J On J 0„

we may use Part 6 to infer

f   h+n-k(R)d<t>nR = f       f   AB"_4(*5:P)d0ni?o'04+i5
J 0„ J Gk+i J G„

= f     f    h7k(*S:R)dcjlk+1Sd<j}nR = 0.
J G„  J Gk+i

The interchange of the order of integration is justified because hn*Lk(*S:R)
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is Borel measurable with respect to (5, P) on the product space (Gk+iXG„).

Part 8. 0B{5-[F*(4, a)UTFj(0, 4, a)]}=0.
Proof. It follows from Part 2 that

5 - [FB(4, a) \J Wkn(4>, A, a)] C   U   [f] - [Vn(A, a) U JF„(0, 4, a)]}
j-i

U   U   {77- [Fn(4, a) U TF„(0, 4, a)]},
3=1

and we may use the Parts 3 and 7 to conclude

n—4    f% n—k    /\

0B{5 - [FB(4, a) \J Wn(<t>, 4,»)]UI        Ú(R)d<t>nR + £ I    h^(R)d^nR
1=1 ̂  G„ ,=1 J G„

= 2(w - ¿) f   h7k(R)d<p„R = 0.

An immediate consequence of 7.3 is the following theorem.

7.4 Theorem. If
(i) k<n are positive integers,

(ii) 0GUn', AE&n (wore generally, 4G2i„),

(iii) xEEn and 0„(0> 4, R, x)>0 for 0B almost all R in Gn,

then

0n{GB - [v"n(A, x) U JF„(0, 4, *)]} = 0.

7.5 Theorem. If
(i) k<n are positive integers,

(ii) 4 *j a Gj SMOse/ of En, 3CB(4) =0,

(iii) aEEn and

Z = Gn P E [{A P n7k(R, a) - sng a} ?¿ Oj,

/¿en

0B(Z) = 0.

Proof. We denote

L*,m(R) = A P d7k(R, a)C\E [(x - a)'R¡ > m'1],
X

Lj.m(R) = A P o7k(R, a) P £ [(at - a) •£, < - w' ],
X

whenever REGn, m is a positive integer, and/ is an integer between 1 and

n — k. For all such m and j we further define

A+m = G„ P £ [7^m(P) ?í 0],
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A7m = G„P£ [Llm(R) sí 0],
R

and. let X^m and \]~,m be the characteristic functions of the sets A¿, and K^m.

We define 7 and *5, for 5GGi+i, as in the proof of Theorem 7.3, and di-

vide the remainder of the argument into six parts.

Part 1. ZCU;UiU£i*(A¿AJA¿,).
Proof. The relation xE{Ar\On t(R, a) — sng a] implies

n—4
I 12 i        n—4, .   >2 ^—*   r, _   i2

0 < I at - a|   = | PR   (x - a) \   = Z [(a; - a) • P,] ,
;'=i

hence

xE  U     U   [7t-»(P)^¿7,m(P)].
m=l     2=1

This proves Part 1.

Part 2. If m is a positive integer and j is a positive integer between 1 and

n — k, then A¿m is an analytic subset of G„.

Proof. The subset

(GBX£n) P   £   [* G £;>.(£) j

of the product space (G„XEn) is readily seen to be of class G¡. Hence its pro-

jection

A,-,m = G„ P £ [a; G L¡¡m(R) for some at in £BJ

is an analytic subset of G„.

Part 3. If u and v are integers between 1 and (n — k), and m is a positive

integer, then

/\u,m(R)d(t>nR  =    I       \Vlm(R)d<t>nR.
On J On

Proof. Define U as in 7.3, Part 3, and check that

LÍm(R) = L~m(U:R) for R E G„.

It follows that

X,t„(P) = X7,m(t/:P) for R E GB.

Consequently

f  xtm(P)a'0nP = f  \~m(U:R)d<t>nR = f  >.~m(R)d<j>nR.
"t» «n "n

Par/ 4. If REGn and m is a positive integer, then
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/,
X„"-4,m(*5:P)d04+i5 = 0.

o*+i

Proof. Define S and/ as in 7.3, Part 6, and let

5 = 4 P £ r ¿  [ix- a)' Ri]2 > m~21.
L i=in—4 J

The remainder of the proof of Part 4 consists in the consideration of four

auxiliary propositions.

First proposition. 3C*+i \f*(B) ] =0.

If ac and y are points of 5, then

/(*)-ttt'     Z(y) = A'id
where

| = [(at — a)'Rn-k, ■ ■ ■ , (x — a)'Rn] E £4+1,

1 = [(y — a)*Pn-*, • • • , (y — a)*Pn] G £4+1-

Consequently

111 * - 11UI       I I V I (f - n) + v( I V ! - I £ I )
|/W-/(y)| = .ti ■ hl hl -hl

2 I g — T7 I
á-i—¡-^ 2m \ £ — 771 :S 2tm | at — y |.

Therefore it follows from 5.2 that

X4+1 [f*(5)] g (2w)*3Cn(5) ^ (2m)kKn(A) = 0.

This proves the first proposition.

Second proposition. There is a function F on S such that

XB_4,m(*5:P) = F(5i) for S E Gk+l.

From 7.3, Part 4, we infer that the set 7Bt-4,m(*5:P) is completely deter-

mined by R and 5i. But P is fixed throughout Part 4 of the present proof.

Hence the second proposition is established.

Third proposition. If F(y)>0, then yEf*(B).

Select 5GG4+1 so that y = Si. Then

XB_4.m(*5:P) = P(5i) = 1,
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and we can find a point

atG7„"_4,m(*5:P).

From 7.3, Part 4, we see that m = 1, 2, ■ • • , ¿ + 1 implies

(at - a)-Rn-k-i+u = Z [(* - a)-(*5:P)i][(*5:ic)j.£B_4_i+„]
i-l

4+1

=    [(*   -   a)-(*5:P)B-4]Z^(P,-4-l+;-Pn-4_l+U)
J=l

= | (x- a)'(*S:R)n-k\sl

because (at—a) •(*5:P)b_4>wî_1>0.

It follows that

£ [(at - a)-5.B_4-i+u]2 = [(* - a)-(*S:R)n_k]2 > m~\
u=l

hence xEB, and that/(cc) =5i.

Consequently y = 5iG/*(5).

Fourth proposition. fGk^£-k,m(*S:R)d<pk+iS = 0.

With the help of the first three propositions, and of 5.5, we compute

f     X„_4.m(*5:P)d04+i5 = f     F(5i)ja-04+i5
J Ö4+1 J Gfc+i

=   f   F(y)d3C4+iy is 3C4+i[/*(P)] = 0.
J S

The proof of Part 4 is complete.

Part 5. If m is a positive integer, then

f  \Lk.m(R)d<t>nR = 0.
J On

Proof. We use Part 2 and Part 4 to check that

I    \7k,m(R)d<t>nR =  f       j    \7kA*S:R)d<t>nRd^k+iS
J On J «1+1 J 0„

= f    f     \t-k,m(*S:R)d<l>k+iSd<t>nR = 0.
J G„ J ffj+1

Part 6. 0B(Z)=O.

Proof. From Part 1, Part 3 and Part 5 we infer that
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0n(Z) tg Z Z I    \AAR) + Km(R)]d4>nR
m_l   j=l J Gn

= E Z 2 f   XB_4,B1(P)a'0BP = 0.
m=l j-1     •/ G„

The proof is complete.

7.6 Remark. In the proof of 7.5 we found it necessary to make use of

the theory of analytic sets. Since it is the only essential part of the paper in

which we are at present unable to avoid this theory, it would be particularly

interesting if another, simpler proof were discovered for Theorem 7.5.

7.7 Theorem. If
(i) k<n are positive integers,

(ii) 0GUB',4C£B, 0(4)<*o,

(iii) 5C4, 5GSn, 0(4-5) =0,
(iv)   5*(0, 4,te)>O/0r*G4,

then xEEn implies

0B[FB(4, x) - Vhn(B, x)] = 0,        W%, 5, x) = wl(<t>, A, x).

Proof. From (iii) and 3.3 we infer that

5B[0, (4 - 5), at] = 0 for te G £n,

5B[0, (4 — 5), at] = 5n[0, 4, ac] for 3CB almost all x in (4 — 5).

Hence (iv) assures us that

3C„(4 - 5) = 0.

Now clearly

[Fn(4, x) - vl(B, x)] C GnP £ [{(4 - 5) P n7k(R, x) - sng x] * 0],

and the first statement of our present theorem follows from 7.5, because every

set of 3C* measure zero is contained in a Gj of 3Cj measure zero.

Since the second statement of our theorem is obvious, the proof is com-

plete.

8. Projection properties. We follow Besicovitch's lead in linking the pro-

jection properties of sets with their local geometric characteristics. Again our

methods were suggested by [BE3].

8.1   Lemma. If
(i) k<n are positive integers,

(ii) 0GU„',4C£n,0(4)<oo,

(iii) REGn, SEG„, Si = Rn-i+ifor *—1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , k,
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(iv) 5=4P£[PGW„(0, 4, at)],
then

£k[p7(B)] = 0.

Proof. Let 0 be the function on the set of all subsets of Ek such that

0(F) = 0{4 P £ [Pks(x) EY]} for F C £4.
x

From 7.1 we infer that 0GU*'. Hence the standard theorem on differentia-

tion with respect to Lebesgue measure (see [SSI, 5.4] or [Ml, 8.12]) assures

us that

0[P(y, 0]
(1) lim sup —- < 00        for J(\ almost all y in Ek.

*-o+    £k[K(y,t)]

Now suppose atG5, y = P|(at). Lemma 4.2 implies

[o7\r, 7,, *) P K(x, r)]CE [Pks(z) E K(y,r,r)]
z

whenever 77 >0, r>0. Consequently

k
«j = lim sup Vn(0, 4, R, 77, r, at)

<B,r)-*(0,0)

0[P(y,7,r)] *[Kiy,t)]
è hm sup —=- = hm sup

(,,r)-(o,o) -0\Kiy, r¡r)] <-o+    Jlk[K(y, t)]

Since y is an arbitrary point of the set P\*(B), we infer from (1) that

Ck[Pl*(B)] = 0.

8.2   Lemma. If
(i) k<n are positive integers

(ii) 4 is an 3C* measurable subset of £„, 3C*(4)<oo, REGn,

then

f.N(PR,A;y)d£ky^3Cn(A).
«4

Proof. We use the notation of [Fl, 2.4].

Let P be the family of all those subsets of 4 which are the union of a

compact set and a set of 3C* measure zero. Let 7 be the identity map of £„.

It follows from 5.2 and 5.6 that

J.JU J.

£4 [PR(S) ] á 3CB [7*(5) ] for 5 G P.

Consequently (see [Fl, 2.4])
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VF(PR, 4, .&) ^ VF(I, A,3Cn).

Hence [Fl, 4.1] implies

f   N(PkR, A, y)dJ^y g  f   Nil, A, x)dSCnx = 3C„(4).
J Ek J En

The proof is complete.

8.3   Lemma. If
(i) ¿ <n are positive integers,

(ii) 4 is an 3C* measurable subset of E„, 3C„(A) <oo,

(iii) REGn, SEGn, Si = PB_,+i/or t = 1, 2, • • • , ¿,
(iv) S=4P£[PGFS(4,tc)],

then

&[pfiB)] = 0.

Proof. From 8.2 we know that

(1) N(Ps, 4, y) < 00 for £4 almost all y in £4.

Now suppose xEB, y=P|(at). Then

n7"(R, at) = £ [Pks(z) = y],

which implies iV(P|, 4, y) = °o.

Since y was an arbitrary point of the set Ps*(B), we infer from (1) that

.G[p!*(s)]=o.
8.4 Remark. The Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 remain true if 3C¡S is replaced by

any 0GUB for which

0(5) a; £4 [PkR*(S) ]     whenever 5 C £„, P G G„.

For instance SÎ, C*> *£«, r£ are such measures, while 7« is not.

8.5 Theorem. If
(i) k<n are positive integers,

(ii) 0GUB', 4G£„ (wore generally, 4G2IB), 0(4)<oo, 5GS3„, 5C4,
(iii) \>0and <5*.(<l>,A,x)^\forxEB,
(iv) 0B{GB- \V\(A, x)\JWl(<t>, A,x)]\ =0/or 0 almost all x in B,

then

Jj, [PkR(B) ] = 0 for 0„ almost all R in G„.
Proof. Let

V=(GnXB)C\    E   [REVn(A,x)],
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PF=(G„X5)P     £    [REWkn(4>, A, x)].

The sets Fand Ware, as indicated in 7.2 and 3.4, Borel sets (or, more gen-

erally, analytic sets) of the cartesian product space (GnXB). Hence they are

measurable with respect to the product measure of 0„ and 0, and the Fubini

theorem applies to their characteristic functions. Since (iv) assures us that

0„{G„ - £ [(P, at) G (FU W)]} =0 for 0 almost all x in 5,
R

we may conclude that

0{5 - £ [(R, at) G (V U W)] ] = 0 for 0B almost all R in G„.
X

Now define the matrix UEGn by the relation

Ui = 7B_,+i for i = 1, 2, • • • , n,

where 7 is the identity matrix of GB, and let Z be the set of all those orthogonal

transformations REGn for which

0{5 - £ [R E Vn(A, x) \J W„(0, 4, at)]} = 0.

We know that 0„(GB —Z)=0, and 0n is the Haar measure of Gn. Conse-

quently

0B{Gn-£[(i/:P)GZ]} =0,
R

and we complete the proof of the theorem by verifying the following state-

ment.

Statement. If (U:R)EZ, then j(^[PB*(B)]=Q.
Proof. Let

51 = 5P£[(C/:P)GF„(4,s)]l
x

B2 = BC\E \iU:R) E PF*(0, 4, x)],
x

and check that

(U:R)i = R(Ui) = P(7B_,+i) - P„_f+1 for i - 1, 2, • • • , ».

Since 0(5î) <°°, Lemma 8.1 implies

(1) £4[P«*(52)] = 0.

Next 0(4) <oo, hence (iii) and 3.1 imply 3C„(4)<oo, and we use 8.3 to

conclude that

(2) &[PÏiBù] = 0.
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Finally0[5-(51U52)]=O, hence (iii), 3.3, 3.1 imply X*[B-iB¿JB»)]
= 0, and 8.2 assures us that

(3) &{PÏ[B - iBiUB¿]} =0.

Combining (1), (2), and (3), we see that the proof is complete.

8.6 Remark. If the measure 0 satisfies the condition

0(5) ^ £k[PkR*(S)]     whenever 5 C £„, P G Gn,

then the hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 8.5 can be replaced by the weaker as-

sumption

5„(0, 4, at) > 0 for at G 5.

Only slight changes are required in the proof. In fact our weakened as-

sumption is still sufficient, in conjunction with 3.3 and 3.1, to assure us that

3c£[5-(5iU52)] =0, while the relation ^4[Pß*(5i)] =0 follows from 8.4.

8.7 Theorem. If
(i) ¿ <n are positive integers,

(ii) 0GUB',4C£B,0(4)<oo,5G«n,

(iii)   s*(0, 4, ac)>0/or xEB,
(iv)   5„(0, 4, x) < oo for 0 almost all x in B,

(v) for 0 almost all x in B we have

0„(0, 4, P, at) > 0        for 0„ almost all R in G„,

then

Jj, [PkR(A P 5) ] = 0       for 0„ almost all R in G„.

Proof. For each positive integer m let

Bm = BC\E [m~l ^ s*(0, 4, at) g m],
X

and use 3.3 with  [MR1, 3.6] to secure a set CmE&n for which CmQBm,

Kkn(Bm-Cm)=0 and
k

5B(0, 4 — 5m, x) = 0 for at G Cm.

From (iv) and 3.6 we see that 0(4P5m — Cm) =0, hence

5B(0, 4 — Cm, at) = 0 for at G Cm,

which implies

5„(0, 4 P Cm, x) ¡z m for at G CM,
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and for 0 almost all ac in Cm we have

4
0n(<t>, Cm, R, x) > 0       for 0B almost all P in G„.

It follows from 7.4 that

0»{G„  -   [Vhn(Cm,  X) U  Wl(4>,  C.,l)]|    =0

for 0 almost all x in Cm.

Hence 8.5 implies

£4 [PR(Cm) ] = 0 for 0B almost all R in GB.

Letting

D = BC\E [s„(0, 4, at) = 00 ],
X

we see that 0(7») =0, hence 3C*(7>) =0 in virtue of 3.1.

Consequently

£k[PR(A ^B)]tí   Z {£k[PR(Cm)] + 3C„(5m - Cm) } + 3¿(D)
m=l

= Z-G[p«*(Cn)] = o
m=l

for 0B almost all P in GB.

The proof is complete.

8.8 Theorem. If
(i) k<n are positive integers,

(ii) 0GUB, 4GSn,0(4)>O,
(iii)   5„(0, 4, ac) <oo for 0 almost all x in A,

(iv) £4 [P|*(4) ] = 0 for 0B aZmosi a// P »» G„,

<ftew 4 is positively (0, ¿) unrectifiable.

Proof. Otherwise 4 would contain a rectifiable set 5G33„ for which

0(5) >0.
From (iv) and 5.14 we infer that 3C*(5) =0.

Hence (iii) and 3.6 imply 0(5) =0.

The proof is complete.

8.9 Theorem. If
(i) k <n are positive integers,

(ii) 0GUB;, 4C£B, 0(4)<oo,

(iii)   §£(0, 4, at) < 00 for 0 almost all x,

(iv) 4 is positively (0, ¿) unrectifiable,

then A has a subset 5 for which <p(A —5) =0 and
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k 2k _1     k
lim sup Vn(0, 4, R, 77, r, x) ^ (2.10 )    5„(0, 4, at)

r-*>+

whenever xEB, REGn and 0<r¡<l.

Proof. Using the notation of 4.6, we denote

C =    U       U      U     Ü   T(R, 77, p, m).
ÎÊO,   0<7<1    /i>0     m=l

From (iv) and Theorem 4.6 we infer that

0[4 P 7(P, 77, p, m)]=0      îor RED, vEp',pE P, m = 1,2,3, ■■• ,

hence <p(Ar\C) =0, and that xE(A-C) implies either

& 2k _1     k
lim sup V„(0, 4, R, 77, r, x) ^ (2.10 )    5„(0, 4, at)

r-*>+

whenever REGn and 0 <77 < 1 or

3„(0, 4, at) = 00.

Consequently the set

5= {(4-C) -£[5n(0, 4, at) =00]}

fills the requirements of the theorem.

9. Summary of the main general results. The results which are collected

in this section reflect the basic differences in the geometric properties of (0, ¿)

rectifiable and unrectifiable sets.

9.1 Theorem. If ¿ <n are positive integers, 0GUB , 4 C£B, 0(4) <oo and

5^(0, 4, ac) <oo for 0 almost all x in A, then the following four propositions are

equivalent :

(1) 4 is (0, ¿) rectifiable,
(2) A is (0, ¿) restricted at <j> almost all of its points,

(3) corresponding to <p almost all x in A there is an PGGB such that

0B(0, 4, P, at) = 0 < 5*(0, 4, at),

(4) corresponding to 0 almost all x in A we can find R and 77 such that REGn,

0 < 77 < 1, and

k 24   —1      4
lim sup    V„(0, 4, R, 77, r, at) < (2.10   )   S„(0, 4, x).

I--.0+

Proof. (1) implies (2) by 5.8. (2) implies (3) by 2.29. (3) implies (4) by
2.25. (4) implies (1) by 4.7.
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9.2 Theorem. If k <n are positive integers, 0GUB , 4 G99B, 0 <0(4) <oo,

©¡¡(0, 4, x)>0for acG4, and ©„(0, 4, x) <oo /or 0 almost all xin A, then the

following four propositions are equivalent :

(1)4 is positively (0, ¿) unrectifiable,

(2) A has a subset B for which 0(4 —5) =0 and

£ 2k _1     Jfc
lim sup Vn(0. 4, £, 77, r, at) ^ (2.10 )   ©„(0, 4, at)

r-»0+

whenever xEB, REGn and 0<rj<i,

(3) A has a subset B for which 0(4 —B) =0 and xEB implies

4

0„(0, A, R, x) > 0        for 0B almost all R in G„,

(4) .£* [PB*(A) ] = 0 /or 0B almost all R in G„.

Proof. (1) implies (2) by 8.9. (2) implies (3) by 2.25. (3) implies (4) by
8.7. (4) implies (1) by 8.8.

9.3 Theorem. If k<n are positive integers, 0GUB , 4 GS3B, 0 <0(4) < «,

X>0, s£(0, 4, at)>X/or xEA, and ©£(0, 4, at) <oo for <j> almost all x in A,
then the following five propositions are equivalent:

(1) 4 is positively (0, ¿) unrectifiable,

(2) 4 Äas a SMÔsei 5 /or which 0(4 —5) =0 awd

k 2k _1     k
lim sup V»(0, 4, P, 77, r, x) è (2.10  )   ©„(0, 4, at),

r-*0+

whenever xEB, REGn and 0<r¡<í,

(3) A has a subset B for which 0(4 —5) =0 and xEB implies

4
0„(0, 4, £, at) > 0        for 0„ almost all R in G„,

(4) 0B{GB- [F*(4, ac)VJWj(0, 4, ac)]} =0/or 0 a/mosi a« ac in A,

(5) £* [Pä*(4) ] = 0 for 0„ a2wzos¿ all R in GB.

Proof. (3) implies (4) by 7.4. (4) implies (5) by 8.5.
Reference to 9.2 completes the proof.

9.4 Theorem. If k<n are positive integers, 0GUB, every subset of £„ is

contained in a Borel set of equal 0 measure, A is a <j> measurable subset of £„,

O<0(4)<=o, X>0, skt(<j>,A,x)>\forxEA,and ©„(0, 4, ac) <oo for 0 almost

all x in A, then the propositions (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) of 9.3 are equivalent.

Proof. Using   [MR1, 3.6] we find a set 5G§n for which 5C4  and

0(4-5)=3C*(4-5)=O.
We use 7.7 to check that

4 4
5„(0, 4, at) = ©„(0, 5, x),
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k k
VB(0, 4, P, 77, r, at) = Vn(0, 5, P, 77, r, x),

0B(0, 4, £, at) = 0B(0, 5, P, at),

0n{GB - [FB(4, at) U W„(0, 4, a;]} = 0„{GB - [FB(5, ar) U JFB(0, 5, x)]},

^4[P«*(4)]=^4[P«*(5)],

whenever atG£B, REG„, 77>0, r>0.

Hence 5 satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 9.3, and each of the proposi-

tions (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) of 9.3 applied to 5 is equivalent to the same proposi-

tion applied to 4. Since these prepositions are equivalent for the set 5, they

must also be equivalent for the set 4.

9.5 Remark. If the measure 0 satisfies the condition

<t>(S) ̂ £4 [PkR(S) ]     whenever 5 C £n, P G GB,

then the hypothesis
4

©„(0, 4, at) > X > 0 for at G 4,

which occurs in 9.3 and 9.4, may be replaced by the weaker assumption

Jfe
©„(0, 4, at) > 0 for at G 4.

This follows from 8.6.

9.6 Theorem. If
(i) ¿<w are positive integers,

(ii) 0GUB , every subset of £„ is contained in a Bor el set of equal 0 measure,

and 0(5) ^^4[7^(5)] whenever SCEn, REGn,

(iii) 4 is a 0 measurable subset of £„, 0(4) <oo,

then A can be decomposed into three <p measurable sets A\, A 2, A3 for which

4=4iW42W43,       4iP42 = 42P 43 = 43P4X = 0,

and for which the following ten propositions hold :

(1) 0< ^k(<P, A, x)<cc for xEAu

(2) 4i is (0, ¿) rectifiable,
(3) A is (0, ¿) restricted at (0, ¿) almost all points of A\,

(4) 0„ {Gn - [ Vk (A, x) W Wk (0, 4, x) ]} > 0 for 0 almost all x in Au

(5) 0< ©*(0, A,x)<co for xEA2,

(6) either 0(42) =0 or A2is positively (0, ¿) unrectifiable,

(7) acG42 implies

jg 2k _1     Jfe
lim sup Vn(0, 4, R, 77, r, at) ̂  (2.10 )    5„(0, 4, at),

r-*>+

whenever REGn and 0<r¡<l,
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(8) 0„{G„- [Vf,(A, x)KJWk(0, 4, x)]} = 0 for 0 almost all x in Ai,
(9) ¿4 [P*r* (4 2) ] = 0 for 0B almost all R in G„,

(10) xEAzimplies that either O*(0, 4, at)=0 or ©„(0, 4, at) = oo.

Proof. Let 4i be the set of all those points xEA for which 0 < ©£(0, 4, ac)

< oo and we can find P and 77 such that PGGB, 0<?7<1, and

jfe 2k —1     k
lim sup VB(0, 4, P, 77, r, at) < (2.10 )   ©„(0, 4, at).

r-*0+

Let 42 be the set of all those points a¡G4 for which 0< ©í(0, 4, x) <oo

and
fa 2k _1     Jfe

lim sup V„(0, 4, R, 77, r, at) ^ (2.10 )    ©B(0, 4, at)
r-K>+

whenever REGn and 0<t7<1.

Let 43 be the set of all those points acG4 for which either O„(0, 4, ac) =0

or  ©í(0, 4,ac)= 00.

Clearly the statements (1), (5), (7) and (10) are true. The 0 measurability

of the sets A\, 42 and 43 is a consequence of 3.4 and 4.6.

The remainder of the proof is divided into two parts.

I. Proof of (2), (3) and (4). According to Theorem 4.6 there is a set

5G33B for which 4i = (4P5). It follows from 3.3 and 3.9 that Qk(<p, A -Au x)
= 0 for 0 almost all x in 4i. Corresponding to each such at we can find P and

77 such that REGn, 0<r¡<í, and

k 2k  _1      k
lim sup Vn(0, A1, P, 77, r, x) < (2.10 )    ©n(0, Au x).

r->0+

Consequently 9.1 implies (2), and that 4i is (0, k) restricted at 0 almost all

points of A1. Hence (3) follows at once.

Next we choose a set CGS3« for which 4 CC with 0(C) <oo, and let D be

the set of all those points ac for which

0n{Gn - [Vkn(C, x) U wl(<t>, C, at)]} =0.

Inferring from 3.4 and 7.2 that D is a 0 measurable set, we select a set FE¡Qn

for which PC(4iP7») and 0[(4iPI>)-F] =0. Then * G F implies

Sn(0, C, x) à ©n(0, 4, at) > 0,       0„{Gn - [F„(C, at) VJ Wn(<t>, C, *)]} = 0.

Hence 8.6 assures us that
&*

-O [p* (P) ] = 0 for 0B almost all R in G„.

Using 9.5 we conclude that F has no rectifiable subset of positive 0 meas-

ure. Inasmuch as F is a subset of the (0, ¿) rectifiable set 4i, this implies

0(F) =0. Hence 0(4iP7>) =0 and we conclude that
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0n{G„- [Vkn(A,x)UWkn(d>,A,x)]} ̂ 0B{Gn - [F*(C,x) U Wli4>,C,x)]} >0

for 0 almost all at in 4i. This proves (4).

II. Proof of (6), (8), and (9). Clearly Qk(<p, 4 -42, *) =0 for ¡jcj and 0
almost allât in42. Hence (7) implies that42 hasa subset5 for which0(42 — 5)

= 0and
k 24 —1     4

lim sup Vn(0, 42, P, 77, r, at) è (2.10 )    sn(0, 42, at)
r-*)+

whenever atG5, REG„, 0<t7<1.

Now 9.5 implies (6), (9), and the proposition

0„{GB - [Vkn(A2, at) U Wkn(<t>, At, x)]} =0

for 0 almost all x in 4 2. Clearly (8) follows from the last relation.

The proof is complete.

9.7 Theorem. If k<n are positive integers, A is an 3C* measurable subset

of En, and 3Cj(4) <oo, then

3C„(4) à ß(n, ¿r1 f     f   tf(P¿, 4, y)dj(jcyd(¡>nR = #(4),

and a necessary and sufficient condition for equality is that A be (3C„, k) rectifi-

able.

Proof. Choose A\, 42 and 43 in accordance with 9.6. Then we have

3C„(4,) = jtiAi), by 5.9 and 5.11,

7*(42) = 0, by (9) of 9.6,

3C„(43) = 0, by 3.5 and 3.7.

Consequently

3CB(4) = 3C*B(4i) + 3CB(42),

7.(4)   =  fn(A,),

3Cn(4) = 7*(A) + 3e»(4,).

The theorem follows immediately from the last equation and the state-

ments (2) and (6) of 9.6.

9.8 Remark. Theorem 9.7 was proved for the special case ¿ = 1, n = 2 by

Sherman, whose treatment is based on Besicovitch's results on the projection

properties of irregular plane sets of finite linear measure. (See [SH], [BE3].)

10. The area of nonparametric 2-dimensional surfaces. This section con-

tains the complete solution of the problem of measure for nonparametric two-
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dimensional surfaces in three space. The method is based on the general re-

sults of the preceding section, on a recently discovered ingenious technique

of A. S. Besicovitch, and on previous work of the author. (See [BE5], [Fl],

[F4].)

10.1   Lemma. If k<n are positive integers, AQEn, 0=EBoo(xn, 9D?n), then

5„t0, 4, x) ^ 2~*for JfCB almost all x in A.

Proof. Suppose S is a bounded subset of 4, 0<X<2_i, 0<5<oo and

0(4 P Cl) < Xxn(C^)

whenever acG5, 0<r<5.

Now suppose 0<t<5/5 and 0= a'n(xl 3W»).
From the boundedness of 5 it follows that 0(5) <a>. In an attempt to

prove that 0(5) =0 we assume the contrary, 0(5) >0, recall that X2*<1, and

select a countable family FCSDÎn for which BEo(F), SE F implies diam 5<e

and (Sr\B) ^0, and for which

Zxn(5)<(X2V1/20(5).
sGf

Next we choose G and 77 as in the proof of 3.6. Since

0(Z) = 0(Z) whenever X E Win, diam X < e,

5 diam 5 < e for 5 G G,

we have

0(P) ^ Z0{Pi°>Clac(5), diam 5]} + Z 0{P P C[at(5), 5 diam 5]}
sGg sGh

= Z^{P^C[at(5),diam5]} + Z t{B P C[at(5), 5 diam 5]}
sEg sGjj

= X2*i(X2yi/20(7*) + 5*Zxn(5)l.
I sea /

By suitable choice of 77 we can make the second term as small as we please.

Consequently O<0(5) g(X2*)>/20(5) < oo, which is false.

This shows that 0(5) =0.

Recalling the arbitrary nature of e we infer that

{ E„(xn, 2)?n)} (5) = 0 whenever 0 < e < 5/5.

Hence3Cj(5)=0.

The proof is complete.

10.2. Sectional assumptions. Throughout the remainder of §10 we fix a

continuous numerically valued function / on £2, let / be the function on £2
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to £3 such that/(x) = [xx, at2, f(x) ] G £3 for atG£2, and let 4 = range/.

We denote

x' = (ati, at2)    for    at G £3, 5' =   U   sng at'    for    5 C £3,

and define 0= E3M(X3, %), f'-SSTtá. 2K2).
We further let £l and £2 be the functions on £2 to £2 such that

V(x) = [ati,/(at)],        ?(x) = [x2,f(x)] for x E £2,

and let 771 and 772 be the functions such that

Vl(T) = f   N(?, T, y)dJ&, 7,2(7) =  f   N(?, T, y)djQ?y,
J E2 J E¡

whenever F is a subset of £2 for which the integrand is £2 measurable with

respect to y.

10.3   Lemma. IfSCEs, then

0(5) á7r-(diam5)-0'(5').

Proof. Consider any decomposition of the form

oo

5' =   U  Ai.
<-i

For each positive integer i the set

5 P £ [at' G At]
X

is contained in s(i) cylindrical sets B\, B2, • • • , 5J(i), such that

[s(i) - l](diam 4<) < (diam 5),

i 1/2
(diam Bi) = 2   (diam 4.)       for / = 1, 2, • • • , í(¿).

Consequently

HS) á Z Z Or/4) (diam 5!)'

00

= Z'iW(T/2)(diam4,)2

á (t/2) Z [(diam 5) + (diam 4,)](diam 4<)
<—1

CO

á ir- (diam 5) Z (diam Ai).
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Since the partition of 5' was arbitrary, the proof is complete.

10.4 Remark. If S is a rectangle, then

miS) = Hiif, 5),       „(S) = 772(/, 5),

where 77i and 772 are defined as in [SSI, p. 174].

This follows from [Fl, 5.4] and [Fl, 6.2, Part 2].

10.5 Remark. If 5G932, then

vas) á 7¡U*(S)],     7,2(5) ^ yl[f*(s)],    jfriS) á ?*U*iS)l

If 5 is a rectangle, these inequalities follow from 10.4, [Fl, 5.5] and

[F4, 6.14]. Applying the usual limiting processes, we see that they hold for

every Borel set 5.

10.6 Lemma. If V and W are Borel measurable functions on £i to Ei, a<b,

V(u) < W(u) for a<u<b, and

S = £2 P  £   [a < u < b, V(u) < v < W(u)],

then

f"[Tjl;U(u, v)]dj^u g 2jl[f*(S)].

Proof. By the methods of [Fl, 6.2, Parts 1 and 2] it may be readily seen

that

Vi(S) =  I     [Tv-MU)fiu, v)]dj(ju.
"  a

From this and 10.5 we conclude:

/[Tv=v{u)f(u, v)]djC¿u-^  I     [Tv=v<.u)v]d^iU + I     [71)_f(u)/(m, v)]dj(j¡.u-
a "a "a

-4iS)+miS) ú 273[/*(5)].

The following two lemmas are generalizations of recent results of A. S.

Besicovitch. (See [BE5, Lemma 3J.)

10.7   Lemma. If xEE3, 0<r<oo, then

H{[Ar\ K(x, r)]'\ ^ 4 lim inf h'Y^A P K(x, r + h) - C(x, r - h)].
*-*)+

Proof. The set

[4P if (at, r)]'
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is a bounded open subset of £2 and has a countable number of components.

Hence its closure has a countable set of components Ci, C2, C3, • • • , that is

00

Closure { [A P K(x, r)]'} = U C„
¿-i

d is compact and connected for each positive integer i, (Cii^Cj) =0 whenever

i and j are distinct positive integers.

We define

ai =   inf  ati,       ôi = sup x\,       a2 =   inf  X2,       ô2 =  sup at2,
*Gc,. iGCj i£c< »SCj

for each positive integer i.

For each positive integer n, let 8(n) be a positive number which is less

than any of the distances between two of the sets C\, C2, • • • , Cn. Since

00

0'{ [4 P K(x, r)]'\ ^ Z (diam C,),
t=i

the lemma follows from the last of the four parts into which we divide the

remainder of the proof.

Part 1. If i is'a positive integer and yG(Boundary C,), then \f(y) —x\ =r.

Proof. It is easy to see that

| f(z) - x | < r for z G [4 P P(at, r)]',

\Jiz) - x\ è r for 3 G [4 P K(x, r)]'.

Now yGCiCClosure { [4PPJ(at, r)]'}, and the first inequality assures us

that

\f(y) -*|s5r.

On the other hand y is a boundary point of Closure {[AC\K(x, r)]'\, be-

cause no boundary point of a component of a set is an interior point of the

set. Hence y is a limit point of {£2— [4P7C(at, r)]'}, and the second inequal-

ity implies

\f(y) -at| |f.

This proves Part 1.

Part 2. If n is a positive integer and 0<h<5(n), then

n

¿Z (&î - ai) è 2J3[A P K(x, r + h) - C(x, r - *)].
t-i

Proof. Whenever i is an integer between 1 and n, and a[ <u<b\, we define

Vi(u) and Wi(u) by the relations:
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Vi(u) = sup £ [(«, n) £ C¡],
v

Wi(u) = sup £ [Tvt=viMf(u, t) g h].

It may be shown that Vi and W, are upper semi-continuous functions.

From Part 1 we see that \f[u, Vt(u)]— x\ =r.

We may assume that J2\A(~\K(x, r+h) — C(x, r — h)]< <x>, and infer, with

the help of 10.6, that T^y\u)f(u, v)=h for jC¿ almost all u between a\ and b[.

Furthermore Vi(u) <v<Wi(u) implies

| v - Vi(u) | g \f(u, v) - f[u, Vi(u)] | :£ ft,ViWf(u, I) <h< Sin).

Hence r — h< \f(u, v)— x\ <r+h, and (u, v) does not belong to any one of the

sets Ci, C2, • • • , CB. Consequently the relation v = Vj(u) cannot hold for any

integer j between 1 and n.

It follows that no two intervals of the form [F¿(w), TF¿(w)], [F,(íí), W/m)]

overlap, unless i=j.

Defining

Si= E2r\  E   [a\ < u <b\, Vi(u) <v < W{(u)] for » ■» 1, 2, •• • , »,

we conclude that the sets Si, 52, • • • , 5B are disjoint and that

Û f*(Si) C [Kix, r + h) - C(x, r-h)].
<=i

From this and Lemma 10.6 we infer that

ht (bi - ad = Z Chd&u = Z f V^;(u)/(«,I0]<i«á2Z5f3[/*(5,)j
1 = 1 i=l«/„í 1 = 1 J ai l_l

= 2J3 j Û J*iSi)\  ^ 272 [4 P K(x, r + h)- C(x, r-h)].

The proof of Part 2 is complete.

Part 3. If n is a positive integer and 0 <h < bin), then

*¿ ibl - at) g 2j\[A P Kix, r + h)- C(at, r + h)\.
•-i

Part 3 can be proved exactly like Part 2.

Part 4. 7/ m ¿s a positive integer, then

Z (diam Ci) g 4 lim inf h~lj\[A P £(#, r + h)- C(x, r-h)].
¿=1 r-»0+

Proof. From the Parts 3 and 4 we infer that 0 <h < 5(w) implies
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Z (diam Ci) á Z ti - <¿) + Z (*í ~ <¿)
i-l i-1 i=l

. -1~2 r
^ 4Â  J,[A P £(*, r + h) - C(*. r - *)].

The proof is complete.

10.8 Lemma. If xEEn and p>0, then

0[4 P Kix, o)] á 167rJ3[4 P P(at, 2p)].

Proof. Let

U(r) = 0' {[4 P P(at, r) ]'} for r > 0,

V(r) =jl[AC\ Kix, r) ] for r > 0.

Clearly Uand Fare monotone functions, and Lemma 10.7 assures us that

f/(r) ^ 8F'(r) whenever F'(r) is a number. Hence Lemma 10.3 implies

0[4 P K(o, p)] á 2ttpC/(p) ̂2t f " Vir)dr á 16ir f    F'(r)aV

g 16ir[F(2p) - Vio)] g 167rF(2p).

The proof is complete.

10.9 Lemma. sjQf, 4, a) è (256tt)-1/<"' 3C3 almost all xinA.

Proof. We use 10.8 and 10.1 to check that

©n(72, 4, at) = lim sup «(¿)_1(2r)"273[4 P K(x, 2r)]

|limsupa(¿)   (2r)    (l&r)   f[A r}K(x,r)]
f-.0+

= (647r)-1©n(0, 4, at) | (256ir)-1

for 3C3 almost all a; in 4.

The proof is complete.

10.10   Theorem. If X is a rectangle, ICft, then

K¡[J*iX)] = ?3[f*iX)].

Proof. From the definitions of 3C3 and J\ we know that

jliS) ^ |8(3, 2)_13C3(5) for 5 C £3,

and may consequently assume that %[f*iX)] < 00.
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Hence 10.9 and 3.1 assure us that

3C3[/*(X)] < ».

Following the proof of 9.7, we next select two 3C3 measurable sets 4i and

42 for which

J*iX) = Ai\J At,       A1C\A2 = 0,

3C3 [/*(*)] = 73 [/*(*)] + 3C2(42),        73(42) = 0.

Since 42 is an 3C3 measurable set of finite 3C3 measure, we can find a set

BE%3 for which AtCBCj*(X) and 3C3(5-42) =0. Consequently 73(5 -At)

= 0 and JÜB) =0.
From 10.9 we know that

®n[jlf*iX), x] ^ (2567T)"1  for 3C3 almost all x in 5.

Hence 3.2 implies

5„(7s, 5, at) ^ (256tt) ~      for 3C3 almost all at in 5.

Now we use 3.1 and the relation 73(5)=0 to conclude that 3C3(5)=0

which implies 3C3(42) =0.

This'completes the proof.

10.11 Remark. If X is a rectangle, XEE2, and 0 is any one of the six

measures 3CÎ, S?, &, *3, T¡, C¡, then

0[W)]= 73 [/*(*)]•

In case 7i[f*iX) ] = oo, this statement follows immediately from the defini-

tion of the measure functions.

In case Jl\]*iX)] O, we infer from 10.10 and 9.7 that the set f*iX) is
(3C3, 2) rectifiable, and the statement to be proved is a consequence of 5.15.

10.12 Remark. If X is a rectangle, ICft, g=if\ X), and 0 is any one of

the seven measures 3C3, S3, Çl $1 T3, C¡, J¡, then

0(range g) = jÇfg) = zAig),

where £ is Lebesgue area and zÄ is the lower semi-continuous area we defined

in [F4, 6.9] in terms of stable multiplicities.

This statement is an immediate consequence of 10.11 and [F4, 6.14].
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